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Abstract

Characterization of Dynamic Surface Processes by Atomic Force Microscopy

by

Jingru Shao

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry and Chemical Biology

University of California, Merced

Professor Anne Kelley, Chair

Surfaces are actively involved in numerous biological systems as well as catalytic
reactions. The control of matters at surfaces is also of uttermost importance with the
advent of nanotechnology. A thorough knowledge of surface processes would not only
help to describe the mechanism of different reactions or interactions at surfaces but
also lead to rational design of surfaces for construction of functional systems. Among
the various surface characterization techniques, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) of-
fers outstanding spatial resolution which enables investigation of surface processes at
single molecular level and establishment of microscopic models. In this dissertation,
AFM is used to study different surface processes, with a focus on the dynamics of
surface reactions (Chapter 2) and the dynamic change of surface properties (Chap-
ter 3 & 4). In Chapter 2, the AFM is configured in a certain way to improve the
temporal resolution, and the electrochemical etching of gold within a nanoshaved
self-assembled monolayer is investigated. Novel kinetic information is obtained which
also demonstrates the potential of electrochemical etching in the fabrication of high-
resolution nanoplasmonic structures. In Chapter 3 and 4, self-assembled monolayers
that contain electroactive species are used to construct dynamic surfaces that can al-
ternate their charge states upon control of applied potential. The nanoscale dynamic
surface patterns are fabricated by AFM at nanometer scale and the characterization
of the different surface charge states by AFM is explored in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4,
AFM is used to probe the adhesion of polyelectrolyte on the dynamic surface, which
serves as a model system for studying electrostatic interaction between charged sub-
stances in biological systems. Microscopic picture of the interface is described based
on the information obtained from Dynamic Force Spectroscopy (DFS). Background
information for Chapter 2,3,4 is introduced in Chapter 1.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Scope of the dissertation

Surfaces, or interfaces, are where different phases or substances meet. Reactions
and interactions at surfaces are pivotal to various heterogeneous catalysis reactions as
well as fundamental biological processes, e.g. the binding of cells to the extracellular
matrix.[1, 2] Surfaces also play an important role in the integration of functional
devices such as microelectronics, which usually requires surface contacts or surface
reactions such as etching or growth.[1] Therefore, a thorough knowledge of surface
processes would not only help to elucidate the mechanism of surface reactions or
interactions but also lead to rational design of surfaces for construction of functional
systems.

Characterization of surfaces is often realized through ensemble measurement,
which has limited spatial resolution and thus could only provide average quantities.[3]
In 1981, the invention of scanning tunneling microscope (STM), which could visual-
ize single atom routinely, has revolutionized the field of surface science ever since.
Soon after that, a related technique atomic force microscope (AFM) was developed
to study a wider range of substrates and materials with nanometer resolution as well.
The ability to resolve single atoms or molecules with STM/AFM provides unprece-
dented information at nanometer scale and allows the establishment of microscopic
models for surface processes.[4, 5]

In this dissertation, the spatial resolution of AFM is exploited to study several
surface processes, with a focus on the dynamics of surface reactions (Chapter 2)
and the dynamic change of surface properties (Chapter 3 & 4). In Chapter 2, the
AFM is configured in a novel way to study the electrochemical etching of gold within
nanoshaved self-assembled monolayer (SAM) in a real time manner. Unique insights
are provided with respect to the kinetics of the etching process. This information
also demonstrates the potential usage of electrochemical etching for fabrication of
high-resolution nanoplasmonic structures. In Chapter 3 and 4, self-assembled mono-
layers that contain electroactive species are used to construct dynamic surfaces that
can alternate their charge states upon control of applied potential. In Chapter 3, a



nanoscale dynamic surface is fabricated via AFM-based nanolithography and poten-
tial characterization methods of its different charge states using AFM were explored.
Chemical Force Microscopy (CFM) is found to be promising. In Chapter 4, the dy-
namic surface is used to control the adhesion of DNA molecules, which serves as a
model system for studying electrostatic interaction between charged substances in
biological systems. Kinetic information about the desorption process is obtained by
Dynamic Force Spectroscopy (DFS), which leads to a better understanding of the
microscopic environment at the solid-liquid interface.

In all of the chapters, the surface being studied is the solid/liquid interface between
gold (or SAM covered gold) and electrolyte under electrochemical control. Therefore,
this chapter aims to provide related background knowledge about the gold substrate,
the alkanethiol SAM and the electrode-electrolyte interface. The operation principle
of AFM as well as AFM-based nanolithography will also be discussed.

1.2 The structure of the gold-electrolyte interface

1.2.1 The atomic structure of a crystalline gold surface,
particularly the Au (111) facet

The crystal structure of gold could be described by face-centered cubic (fcc) stack-
ing. There are three low index planes in fcc system - (111), (110) and (100) planes
in which the surface atoms are arranged differently (Figure 1.1). Surface atoms are
known to be more reactive than those in the bulk, as a result of reduced number of
nearest-neighbor atoms. For the same reason, the Au(111) facet is the most thermo-
dynamic stable surface among the three low index planes. [1] Most of our experiments
are conducted on single crystalline Au(111) facet in this dissertation, as it is atomi-
cally flat and has well-defined atomic structures.[6] Polycrystalline gold is also used for
experiments where surface flatness is not critical. Such polycrystalline substrates are
often prepared by evaporation and have a mixture of different facets, whose domain
sizes range from tens to hundreds of nanometers. [7]

Surface reconstruction, which refers to a different packing structure of surface
gold atoms compared to the bulk gold atoms is often observed on single crystal gold
surfaces. [9] Due to the abrupt surface termination, the surface atoms have less inter-
action with neighboring atoms and therefore tend to adopt a closer packed structure
in order to minimize the surface energy. As a result, two stable phases are often
observed for the Au(111) facet: the unreconstructed (1x1) phase which assumes the
same atomic arrangement as the bulk atoms, and the reconstructed (22x

√
3) phase.

The (22x
√

3) phase is where 23 surface atoms are compressed along the [110] orienta-
tion into a space of 22 atoms (Figure 1.2). The surface reconstruction is responsible
for the formation of common defects in SAMs on gold and will be discussed in the
following section.
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Figure 1.1: Low index planes of fcc crystal. The diameter of the atom is a, and the
unit cells are marked in the figure as well. For gold substrate, the surface energy of the
three planes can be ranked by Au(110)>Au(100)>Au(111), with Au(111) being the
most stable facet. Adapted with permission from [8]. Copyright 2007 Royal Society
of Chemistry.

Figure 1.2: Model for the reconstruction of Au(111) surface. The crosses denote the
positions of atoms in the second layer, whereas open circles denote the positions of
atoms in the reconstructed top layer (top-down view). The displacement of the atoms
from the straight line which has been drawn in the [11̄0] direction is clear. C and
A mark the regions of fcc and hcp stacking respectively (side view). Reprinted with
permission from [9]. Copyright 1993 Springer.
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1.2.2 Chemisorbed species on gold: self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs)

Alkanethiol molecules can self-assemble on Au surfaces to form a densely-packed,
single molecular thick film, also known as self-assembled monolayer (SAM). [10] The
alkanethiol molecule often consists of an reactive thiol headgroup, an alkyl chain and a
terminal group (Figure 1.3). When the gold substrate is properly cleaned and placed
in a solution that contains alkanethiols, the thiol headgroup could lose a hydrogen
atom and form a strong Au-S bond with the gold. These molecules have the ability
to diffuse on the surface, and could spontaneously assemble into a dense monolayer
in order to maximize the Van der Waals interactions between the alkyl chains. As
the terminal groups of the alkanethiol molecules could be easily modified by organic
synthesis, these molecules offer a convenient approach to tailor the surface property.
In addition, SAMs could be formed not only on planar substrate but also curved
surfaces, which enables their vast applications.

Figure 1.3: Schematic of an ideal alkanethiol SAM on Au(111) surface. The anatomy
and characteristics of the SAM are highlighted. The monolayer structure can provide
a chemically well-defined electrode-solution interface by tailoring the terminal group.
Reprinted with permission from [10]. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.

The monolayer on Au(111) is commensurate with the underlying gold surface
with a

√
3x
√

3R30◦lattice.[11, 12] The alkyl chains are usually tilted 30◦ with re-
spect to the surface normal, though the angle might vary depending on the terminal
groups.[13] The formation of the SAM on a bare gold surface is observed to proceed
via transformation from a ”lying-down” phase to a ”stand-up” phase, over the course
of several hours when micromolar solutions are used. [14, 15] Initially, strong bonds
between the thiol groups and the gold surface promote the adsorption of the alka-
nethiols, which are lying flat on the surface (the ”lying-down” phase). As the surface
density increases upon further adsorption from solution, the alkyl chains are forced
up off the surface, turning into the ”stand-up” phase. Although the Au-S bond is

4



quite strong, it has been found to be labile enough so that diffusion of alkanethi-
ols might occur at this stage to allow transition to more thermodynamically stable
structures.[16] As the surface density of alkanethiol molecules is further increased, a
dense and highly-ordered SAM is formed.

While in theory SAMs should be crystalline, defects are often found in them which
can largely affect the interfacial properties such as wettability or permeability to ions
in the presence of electrolyte. [17, 18, 10] Common defects can be resulted from both
intrinsic and extrinsic causes. External factors such as cleanliness of the substrate,
methods for preparing the substrates, and purity of the solution of adsorbates can be
responsible for defects in the SAM. On the other hand, variations in the substrate and
self-assembly process itself, e.g. atomic steps, vacancy islands and domain boundaries,
could lead to defects in the SAM. When alkanethiol molecules adsorb onto the gold
surface, the surface construction is lifted and adatoms are generated which was found
to contribute to the Au-S bond formation in early stages. [19, 20, 21] Such lifting
could also generate vacancy islands (or ”etch pits”) as often observed as a mono-
atomic deep recession on the surface. Disordered or absent alkanethiol are usually
found at defect sites, and Figure 1.4 listed out several of the common defects in SAM.

Figure 1.4: Schematic illustration of some of the intrinsic and extrinsic defects found
in SAMs formed on polycrystalline substrates. The dark line at the metal-sulfur
interface is a visual guide to indicate the changing topography of the substrate itself.
Reprinted with permission from [10]. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.

In this dissertation, binary SAM which comprises a mixture of two alkanethiols
are often used. Such SAM could be prepared by: 1) coadsorption from solutions con-
taining mixtures of alkanethiols (RSH+R’SH), 2) adsorption of asymmetric disulfides
(RSSR’) and 3) adsorption of asymmetric dialkylsulfides (RSR’). [10] We used the
first method as it allows flexibility in choosing the alkanethiols and variation of molar
ratios. The molar fraction of a specific alkanethiol in the SAM reflects but not neces-
sarily equals to its molar fraction in the assembly solution. Experimental conditions
could bias the ratio of the molecular components in the SAM. For example, the choice
of solvent could modify the SAM composition by promoting the adsorption of the less
soluble alkanethiol. Similarly, mixtures of n-alkanethiols (methyl terminated) with

5



different chain lengths will form a SAM with a composition enriched with the longer
alkanethiol. Phase segregation, which is thermodynamically more stable, is also ob-
served in the binary SAM, especially with longer assembly time. In other words,
the distribution of the alkanethiols in the final SAM could be controlled by varying
the assembly condition so that either the thermodynamically favored composition or
the kinetically favored composition is produced. Further discussion regarding specific
thiol molecules can be found in later chapters.

1.2.3 The gold-electrolyte interface - the double layer

The electrode-electrolyte interface can be described by the double layer model,
where the charges on a metal electrode accumulate at the surface and the ions in the
electrolyte are arranged accordingly to counterbalance the charges on the electrode.
According to the Gouy-Chapman theory, the counterions are not confined at the
electrode surface, particularly at low concentrations.[22] Instead, a finite thickness of
these ions would arise as a result of the interplay between the electrostatic interaction
that attracts these ions to the electrode surface and the entropic driving force that
randomizes the spatial distribution of the ions. Such a layer of ions with a finite
thickness is defined as the diffuse layer, inside which the distribution of ions could
be described by the Poisson - Boltzmann equation that balances the entropic and
electrostatic driving forces:

−ε0εs
d2ψ(x)

dx2
=

∑
i

nizie exp(−zeψ(x)/kBT ) (1.1)

where ε0 and εs are the vacuum permittivity and relative permittivity of the solution,
ψ is the electrostatic potential, and ni is the number of ions of type i with charge zie,
e being the elementary charge. kBT is the thermal energy.

For low to moderate surface potentials, the solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation can be approximated by the Debye-Hückel theory:

ψ(x) ≈ ψ0 exp(−κx) (1.2)

where ψ0 is the surface potential of the electrode and κ−1 is the Debye length, defined
by:

κ = (
2n0z2e2

ε0εskBT
)1/2 (1.3)

which is related to the number of ions n0 in the bulk solution.
In Gouy-Chapman theory, the finite size of the ions is not considered, which is later

addressed in Stern’s modification [22] - the plane that represents the closest approach
of ions to the electrode is located at some distance d from the surface (Figure 1.5).
The equation (1.2) can be rewritten to:

ψ(x) ≈ ψD exp[−κ(x− d)] (1.4)

6



where ψD is the potential at d and can be calculated from the potential drop across
the Stern layer:

ψD = ψ0 −
σM
ε0εd

d (1.5)

where σM is the surface charge on the electrode, and εd is the relative permittivity of
the Stern layer.

When a compact SAM is present on the gold electrode (assuming no defects),
the monolayer could be treated as the Stern layer. The electrode potential decays
through the SAM following equation (1.5) as in the case of a parallel plate capacitor
whose capacitance is ε0εd/d.

Figure 1.5: Potential profiles at the electrode-electrolyte interface according to Gouy-
Chapman model, a)without and b)with Stern’s modification.

1.3 Principle of AFM

1.3.1 Instrumentation

In AFM, the sample is scanned by a sharp tip (nanometer radius) that is mounted
to a cantilever (micrometer dimension) in a line-by-line fashion.[4] A beam of laser is
reflected off the back of the cantilever and collected by a photodiode detector, yielding
the deflection signal (Figure 1.6). While scanning, the interaction force between the
end of the AFM tip and the sample is measured by monitoring the deflection of the
cantilever.

There are two common imaging modes to obtain the topographical image of
the sample, contact mode and semi-contact mode (also known as tapping mode or
amplitude-modulated AFM). In contact mode, the deflection is kept as constant by
varying the vertical position of the tip. The topographical image is thus a map that
reflects the tip’s vertical position (controlled by piezoelectric translator) and is equiv-
alent to a constant force image. When it is acquired sufficiently close to the surface
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of the electrochemical AFM used in our experiments.

so that Van der Waals interactions dominate, the image represents the topographic
structure of the surface. The deflection is usually chosen at regimes where the tip is
in contact with the sample surface. Therefore, certain force is expected to be exerted
on the sample in contact mode. On the other hand, the tapping mode utilizes the vi-
brational characteristics of the cantilever. The tip is oscillated at a selected frequency
close to its own resonance frequency. The deflection signal is analyzed by a lock-in
amplifier to obtain the amplitude of the oscillation. As the interaction forces between
the tip and the sample dampen the amplitude of the oscillation, the topography can
be recorded by keeping the oscillation amplitude constant. In tapping mode, the tip
also touches the surface but with much reduced shear force compared to contact mode
and is preferred when imaging soft materials.

1.3.2 Nanolithography using AFM

By taking advantage of the sharpness of the AFM tip, a self-assembled monolayer
could be patterned with arbitrary shapes with high spatial resolution using AFM
based nanolithography - nanoshaving and nanografting. [23, 24] In nanoshaving,
contact mode is used and an increased load of force is exerted on the AFM tip at a
selected area within the SAM. Such a high force on the tip will result in high local
pressure, which produces a high shearing force on the underlying SAM adsorbates
during scanning. Therefore, these adsorbates will be displaced and desorb from the
substrate if a good solvent for the adsorbates is used (Figure 1.7A). In nanografting,
instead of the pure solvent as in the case of nanoshaving, a solution that contains
a different thiol molecule and a good solvent is used. Hence, when a high force is
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applied to the AFM tip, the thiol molecules in the SAM matrix will be removed at
the designated region while the second thiol in the solvent will spontaneously adsorb
at the exposed gold area (Figure 1.7B).

Figure 1.7: Schematic diagrams of the AFM-based nanolithography on SAM -
a)nanoshaving and b)nanografting. The thiol headgroups are drawn without hy-
drogen atoms for simplification.

Nanoshaving and nanografting provide a convenient way to pattern the SAM on
gold using the same AFM setup as needed in other AFM experiments for imaging. The
nanoshaved area and the nanografted patches could be imaged right after fabrication
with a smaller force setpoint. These images could be used to optimize the parameters
for nanoshaving or nanografting such as the tip speed, line spacing and threshold
force. [23]

1.3.3 Force-distance curve measurement

Interaction forces between the tip and the substrate can be studied in detail
through the force-distance curve, where the interaction force is plotted against the
tip-sample separation.[25] In fact, the force-distance curve is often used to study the
interaction force between molecules of interest if they are immobilized onto the tip
or the substrate or both in the case of molecular pairs (see Chapter 4). In order to
collect a force-distance curve, the AFM tip is moved towards the sample, forming
contact, and then moved away from the sample as controlled by the piezoelectric
translator. (Sometimes the piezoelectric translator is connected to the sample stage
but the measurement would have the same result.) The deflection signal reflected
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from the cantilever Vdef is recorded during the process and plotted against the posi-
tion of the piezo Zp normal to the surface. To obtain a force-distance curve from the
deflection-piezo position curve, Vdef and Zp have to be converted into force F and
tip-sample separation D by the following equations:

F = kSVdef , D = Zp + SVdef (1.6)

where k is the spring constant of the cantilever, while S is the sensitivity of the
cantilever, i.e. the relationship between the cantilever displacement and detected
deflection signal (in m/V if the deflection is in the unit of V). It could be seen that
the force F is obtained by multiplying the deflection of the cantilever with its spring
constant k and sensitivity S, while the tip-sample separation is calculated by adding
the displacement of cantilever to the piezo position(Figure 1.8).

Figure 1.8: Schematic of a typical cantilever deflection-piezo position plot and corre-
sponding force-distance curve. Adapted with permission from [25]. Copyright 2005
Elsevier.

The force-distance curves could be separated into two parts: approach curve and
retraction curve. These two parts are often not identical due to various reasons.
In liquids, hydrodynamic drag on the cantilever is one of the reasons and it causes
a difference in the zero-force line (Figure 1.9a). Such effect could be minimized
by reducing the approaching/retracting tip velocity. An unstable regime where the
deflection abruptly changes its value is often observed in the approach curve, known
as the ”jump-in” point. This is because when the tip moves close to the surface,
attractive forces start to increase and at the ”jump-in” point the force gradient exceeds
the spring constant of the cantilever so that the tip lost its stability and jumps onto
the sample surface. While the tip is in contact with the surface, the cantilever is
continuously bent up as the piezo translator continues to move the tip closer to the
sample, which causes the increase in deflection. A difference between the approaching
and retracting parts at contact regime is also sometimes observed (Figure 1.9b). Two
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Figure 1.9: Schematic deflection - piezo position curve including approaching and
retracting parts. Three types of hysteresis can occur: In the zero force line (a), in
the contact part (b) and adhesion (c). Adapted with permission from [25]. Copyright
2005 Elsevier.

factors contribute to such hysteresis: plastic or viscoelastic deformation of the sample,
and the friction generated when the tip is forced to slide over the sample. When
retracting the tip from the sample, adhesion often keeps it in contact with the surface
until the cantilever force overcomes the pull-off force (also called adhesion force) Fad.
The energy which has to be overcome is the energy required to bend the cantilever
until it reaches Fad. In absence of sample deformations it is given by:

Wad =
F 2
ad

2k
(1.7)

and it is equal to the shaded area c in Figure 1.9.
There are two conventions in displaying the force-distance curve. When the in-

teraction forces of different nature are being studied, the attractive force is usually
defined as negative while the repulsive force is defined as positive, as seen in this
chapter and Chapter 3. When the adhesion force is being studied, the force-distance
curve is usually inverted so that the adhesion force has a positive value, as seen in
Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2

In Situ Characterization of
Electrochemical Etching of Gold
within Nanoshaved Self-assembled
Monolayers

2.1 Introduction

Nobel metal such as gold or silver nanostructures, has the unique property of
concentrating electromagnetic field through oscillation of surface electrons, ”surface
plasmons”. Plasmonic properties have inspired the development of a variety of no-
bel metal nanostructures to serve as sensing component, light concentrator etc..
[26] The ability to concentrate, guide and modulate electromagnetic energy at the
nanoscale with surface plasmons crucially depends on the shapes and sizes of these
nanostructures.[26, 27] While relatively simple metallic structures are produced with
chemical synthesis [28, 29] or template stripping,[30, 31] more complex structures, par-
ticularly those useful for plasmonic circuits, are commonly fabricated with focused-ion
beam (FIB) [32, 33] or electron beam lithography (EBL).[34] A potential alterna-
tive that is inexpensive, convenient, and less damaging to immobilized biomolecules
in plasmonics-based biosensors [30, 35] is wet etching with patterned self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs).[36, 37, 38, 39] Alkanethiol SAMs, which can be patterned using
soft-lithography[40, 41] or scanning probe lithography[42, 43, 23], can protect the un-
derlying noble metal while the metal in exposed areas is etched away by a chemical
etchant.

However, a major barrier to the fabrication of high-resolution metallic nanostruc-
tures with wet etching is lateral etching that occurs at the boundaries of the exposed
areas.[36, 37, 38, 39] To produce high-aspect ratio, nanometer-precision structures
that are routinely required in plasmonics, the vertical etch rate, RV , must be signifi-
cantly larger than the lateral etch rate, RL. Such high etching anisotropy is difficult
to achieve with the polycrystalline gold thin films that are commonly used in wet



etching studies.[36, 37, 38] Moreover, our ability to improve pattern transfer fidelity
is hampered by the limited knowledge of the wet etching process, as the elucida-
tion of etching kinetics is hindered by the low time resolution in existing ex situ
studies.[36, 38, 39] In addition, due to the damage of the SAM resist by electron
beams[36] and contamination of gold by exposure in air,[36, 38, 39] a fresh sample
must be used for each time point in ex situ studies. Therefore, it is challenging to
measure the extent of lateral etching with sub 10-nm precision due to the expected
sample-to-sample variability in the sizes of the SAM patterns and irregular etching
of the polycrystalline substrate. In summary, to understand and control the etch-
ing process for faithful pattern transfer on gold, in situ study of etching within a
patterned SAM resist is needed.

Configuration of in situ AFM to study gold etching process
with SAM resist

Thus far, in situ scanning probe microscopy studies of etching of passivated gold
surfaces are mostly limited to those with unpatterned SAMs.[44, 45] It has been found
that the corrosion of gold preferentially initiates in SAM defects. Due to the low time
resolution of imaging and limited control over the defects, these studies have largely
focused on qualitative aspects of corrosion.[44, 45] For in situ microscopy to be rele-
vant to pattern transfer with SAM resists, it is imperative to produce open gold areas
in the SAM with high resolution and obtain quantitative information of lateral and
vertical etching. Our approach integrated the following unique elements to overcome
technical barriers to in situ imaging: 1) we used Au (111) substrates (a bulk single
crystal[6] or gold microplates)[46] to avoid the variability of etch rates of polycrys-
talline gold films; 2) we patterned an alkanethiol SAM on gold by nanoshaving, which
offers a resolution as high as 10 nm (Figure 2.1). During nanoshaving, the alkanethiol
molecules are mechanically desorbed by a large local pressure applied by the AFM tip
to expose the underlying gold surface (Figure 2.1a, left and middle);[23] 3) while the
introduction of a chemical oxidant into the liquid cell may perturb in situ imaging
and allow for limited control over the etching process, we applied an electrochem-
ical potential to initiate the etching so that AFM could track the evolution of the
nanoshaved area; 4) while traditional frame-by-frame imaging is too slow, we instead
configured the AFM to scan the same line across the nanoshaved shapes repeatedly
(Figure 2.1a, right). The topography profiles of the scanned line at different time
points were stacked to form what we called AFM kymographs (as shown in Figure
2.1b and later), with the topography profile of the scanned line shown along x axis and
the y axis representing time. The kymographs provided a convenient and intuitive
method to quantify vertical and lateral etching with sub-second time resolution.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of in situ characterization of gold etching in nanopatterned
SAM resist. a) Octadecanethiol (C18) SAM on Au (111) is patterned by nanoshaving,
which uses the pressure exerted by an AFM tip to selectively desorb thiol molecules
in specific areas. The sample is then subjected to an acidic thiourea solution under
electrochemical control. Etching at the nanoshaved area is triggered by applying a
positive potential to the gold substrate, and AFM is used to image the nanoshaved
area during etching. b) 3D view of an AFM kymograph, which shows a nanoshaved
region being gradually etched in both vertical and lateral directions. AFM repeatedly
images the same line as etching proceeds and the topographical profiles are stacked
together to form the AFM kymograph, with the Y axis representing the time axis.

2.2 Material and methods

Materials

Gold wire (99.99%, 1 mm diameter) was purchased from Scientific Instrument
Services, Inc.. 1-Octadecanethiol (C18, 98%) and Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated
substrate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Ethanol (99.5%) and methyl sulfoxide
(DMSO, 99.9%) were purchased from Acros Organics. Thiourea, sulfuric acid and
other reagents were purchased from Fisher Scientific, Inc. and were of certified ACS
or higher grade. Only ultrapure water (>18 MΩ·cm) generated from a Barnstead
Nanopure Diamond water purification system was used. All the glassware and parts
used in the experiment were cleaned by piranha solution (1:3 H2O2:H2SO4) and rinsed
copiously with water prior to use. (CAUTION: Piranha solution can react violently
with organic materials, and should be handled with personal protective equipment.
Piranha solution should not be stored in tightly sealed containers. )

Preparation of the gold (111) surface and SAM

Two types of gold(111) substrate were used in the study, a single crystal gold bead
and gold microplates on indium-tin-oxide (ITO).

A single crystal gold bead with (111) facets was made by melting a gold wire and
then mounted on a platinum foil.[6, 47] The gold bead was then cleaned by hot nitric
acid and annealed by hydrogen flame, before immersion into a 2 mM C18 ethanol
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solution. To reduce the defects in the Cl8 monolayer, the container with sample in
the thiol solution was purged with nitrogen, heated to 70◦C and gradually cooled
down to room temperature overnight.[48] The gold sample was then briefly rinsed
with ethanol and used immediately.

Gold microplates on ITO were synthesized using the one-pot synthesis method
developed in our group.[46] An ITO coated microscope slide with a surface resistivity
of 70-100 Ω/sq was cut to 7 mm by 25 mm rectangular pieces and then cleaned by
sonicating in acetone, ethanol, and then water for 15 min each before use. After
drying the cleaned ITO under a stream of high-purity nitrogen gas, it was immersed
into a freshly prepared Au microplate growth solution at 70◦C for 5 h. The growth
solution was prepared by making 10 mL solution of 30 mM KI, 0.50 mM HAuCl4 and
20 mM cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) in a piranha cleaned glass vial
at 70◦C, then mixed with 18 µL of 0.47 M L-ascorbic acid and shaked immediately
to form a colorless solution. Once the microplates synthesis was complete, the ITO
substrate was taken out and rinsed with acetone and then sonicated in water briefly
(1-2 min) to remove the particles that are loosely bound to the surface.

To form a SAM on Au microplates, the gold on ITO substrate was cleaned first by
piranha solution at room temperature for 1 min. Then an electrochemical potential
of -800 mV (vs Ag/AgCl) was applied to the substrate in a 0.10 M KClO4 solution for
2 min to ensure complete desorption of the capping agent iodide. When removing the
substrate from the electrolyte solution, we maintained the potential at -800 mV. The
substrate was then immersed into piranha solution at room temperature for 1-2 min
to remove potential residual physisorbed contamination. After the surface was rinsed
with water and dried under nitrogen gas, a SAM was formed on the Au microplates
in the same way as mentioned above on the gold bead.

Electrochemical etching

Potential control was applied either by an integrated potentiostat of the Agilent
5500 AFM or Epsilon from BASi (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc.). All the potential
values quoted in this chapter were measured versus Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) electrode.
The Pt quasi-reference electrode and Pt/Ir counter electrode were set up in the liquid
cell at the beginning of the experiment. After nanoshaving, nitrogen purged 10 mM
sulfuric acid was flushed through the liquid cell and a potential of -300 mV was
applied. A solution containing 10 mM sulfuric acid and 40 mM thiourea was purged
with nitrogen for 15 min and flushed through the liquid cell while the potential was
kept at -300 mV to minimize etching. Electrode potential was applied when the
pattern was repeatedly imaged by AFM. After the experiment, the quasi-reference
electrode was calibrated using a commercial Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) electrode from BASi.
The voltage fluctuation in the calibration process was 10 mV and this value was used
as the error in overall voltage measurement.
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Atomic Force Microscopy

NT-MDT Solver Next AFM was used for general characterization of the gold mi-
croplates in air. An Agilent 5500 AFM, silicon probes (SNL-10, Bruker, 0.2-0.4 N/m)
and a custom built Teflon liquid cell were used for nanoshaving and in situ imaging.
The gold reflective coating on the AFM probes was removed by aqua regia before
use to avoid etching of the coating in thiourea during in situ imaging. Nanoshaving
was performed by using a protocol similar to that described in literature.[23] Briefly,
thiol molecules in selected regions of the C18 SAM were removed by applying high
forces using the AFM probe, in 1:1 (v/v) DMSO/water solution. The threshold of
force required for AFM lithography was determined by progressively increasing the
force until selective desorption was observed. Typical threshold forces applied, which
depend on the sharpness of the AFM tip, range from 50 to 100 nN. To reduce the
amount of residual C18 on the surface, double shaving in orthogonal directions were
applied to the same pattern. The same tip was used for nanoshaving and imaging.
Imaging of nanoshaved patterns in DMSO/water, butanol or ethanol was conducted
in contact mode, otherwise imaging was performed in tapping mode. An environmen-
tal chamber was used to maintain a nitrogen atmosphere during etching. The height
measurements in AFM images were calibrated by atomic steps on Au(111) surface.

Data analysis

AFM kymographs were imported into MATLAB and analyzed line-by-line to ex-
tract the width and depth of the etched area. Each imported image contains single
shape. For each line, there are three steps to determine the width and depth: 1)
the average height was calculated from data points in SAM region to determine the
baseline height; 2) the deepest point in the hole was found as the depth of the pat-
tern; 3) the boundary between etched area and SAM region was found by the Canny
method[49] to calculate the width of the etched area.

There are several sources of error in the width measurement by AFM, tip convo-
lution due to finite size of the AFM tip,[50, 51] pixel resolution (256 pixels for 1 µm
length) and drift in y direction during AFM kymograph collection. The evaluation
of the error due to tip convolution and pixel resolution can be found in the following
section. To give a best estimate of the error due to y-direction drift, we analyzed the
widths of the shaved area at different lines before etching, by making the assumption
that each line would expand by the same extent during etching. The standard devi-
ation of the pattern width is about 4 nm. Note that this value contains contribution
from tip convolution and pixel resolution as well, therefore we defined it as AFM
measurement error and indicated it as the error bar for all the width measurement
(see the following section for more details).

The time offset tL - tV was estimated by extrapolation. The data points in width
or depth measurement were divided into two regions, one without etching and one
with significant etching. Then a linear line was fit to each region and the intersection
of the two fitted line was determined as the time offset.
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Estimate of the error caused by image pixel resolution and
AFM tip convolution

The error caused by AFM pixel resolution was calculated to be 4 nm, which was
the limiting factor of our measurement. If desired in future experiments, this error
can be reduced to 1 nm or less. The error caused by tip convolution is dependent
on the AFM tip size, for which we do not have an exact measurement. Therefore
we estimated the error geometrically based on the range of tip radius given by the
tip manufacturer (see Table 2.1), the background noise was 0.09 nm in the height
measurement, and we assumed that the tip can distinguish the etched area from
SAM background when the depth was at or deeper than 0.27±0.09 nm. Note that
the offset between the measured width and the actual width is independent of the
depth of the etched area, which means the tip convolution does not alter the trend
observed in our measurement. Because the etching anisotropy measures the changes
in the width, what affects our measurement of etching anisotropy is not the absolute
value of the offset, but the standard deviation of this offset, which is smaller than 1
nm.

Table 2.1: Error caused by AFM tip convolution in width measurement.

Tip radius (nm) Offset (nm)
2 2.0±0.3
3 2.5±0.4
4 2.9±0.5
5 3.2±0.5
6 3.6±0.6
7 3.9±0.6
8 4.1±0.7
9 4.4±0.7
10 4.6±0.8
11 4.8±0.8
12 5.1±0.8

2.3 Reducing the amount of residual adsorbates

in nanoshaved area

The common solvents used for nanoshaving alkanethiols are ethanol and butanol.
[23] However, when we used ethanol as the solvent to nanoshave the C18 SAM,
residual adsorbates were observed in the nanoshaved area (Figure 2.6a) and the
strong affinity of these adsorbates to gold could prevented etching in the nanoshaved
area (note the residuals in Figure 2.6c remained in the nanoshaved area after etch-
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ing). Therefore, we investigated different methods to eliminate adsorbates in the
nanoshaved area and found that the amount of adsorbates could be significantly re-
duced by using DMSO/water as nanoshaving solvent.

2.3.1 Multiple nanoshaving

Nanoshaving is performed by raster scanning the designated area by AFM tip
under high force in a line-by-line mode.[23] To ensure the spacing between each line
is small enough so that all the alkanethiol molecules in the nanoshaved area can be
removed, we varied the times and trajectories that AFM tip scans over the same
area during nanoshaving. It was found that even with increased times of shaving or
orthogonal trajectory, residual adsorbates were still observed in the nanoshaved area
(Figure 2.2). It is possible that the residual alkanethiols after the first nanoshaving
remained in the nanoshaved area and was dragged along the AFM tip but not desorb-
ing from the Au substrate due to the lateral mobility and strong affinity between alkyl
chain and gold.[21] In addition, the pixel resolution and tip velocity of nanoshaving
were also varied but didn’t improve the surface cleanness in the nanoshaved area.

Figure 2.2: Duplicate shaving doesn’t improve the cleanness of the nanoshaved area,
residuals are observed in all cases. The shapes are fabricated on gold microplates
by nanoshaving a)once, b) twice, c) twice in orthogonal directions, d) triple times in
ethanol and imaged in water by tapping mode. Scale bars are 400 nm.

2.3.2 Nanografting charged surfactant

We were able to nanograft negatively charged surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) under electrochemical control by applying a positive potential of +800 mV.[52]
Theoretically, a clean nanoshaved gold surface could be prepared by desorbing the
SDS under a negative potential, since SDS adsorb onto gold through electrostatic
interaction between the sulfate group and gold substrate. However, we noticed that
the SDS molecules remained in the nanoshaved area in the potential window below
which reductive desorption of the surrounding SAM was observed (Figure 2.3). Such
strong affinity was ascribed to the Van der Waal’s interaction between the alkyl chains
of SDS and the surrounding C18 SAM, since the SDS was observed to desorb at 0
mV when not in contact with the C18 SAM.[52]
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Figure 2.3: Nanografted SDS remain on the gold under negative potential, which
fails to produce a clean nanoshaved area. a) Proposed method of generating clean
nanoshaved area. The SDS molecules are first nanografted into C18 SAM under
positive potential and then selectively desorbed under negative potential which leaves
a clean gold surface in the C18 matrix. b) The nanografted SDS imaged under +800
mV in water/ethanol (1-1 v/v) solvent. c) The nanografted SDS imaged under -500
mV in 0.01 M KClO4. d) The cross-section profiles indicate that no SDS desorption
occurs at -500 mV. The surrounding C18 desorbs below -500 mV (data not shown).
Scale bars are 400 nm.

2.3.3 Replacing nanoshaving solvent to DMSO/water

It was found that the amount of residual adsorbates was significantly reduced
compared to the above cases, after replacing the solvent of nanoshaving to 1-1 v/v
ratio of DMSO/water (Figure 2.4). The reason for such improvement is not clear yet,
although the affinity of the sulfur species in DMSO to gold may play a role. Note
that even though no residual was observed in the AFM image visually, there might
still be adsorbates in the nanoshaved area as discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 2.4: DMSO/water helps to reduce the amount of residual adsorbates in
nanoshaved area. a) Contact mode image of nanoshaved area in DMSO/water.
b)Tapping mode image of the same nanoshaved shapes in water. Scale bars are
400 nm.

2.4 In situ measurement of electrochemical

etching

We used octadecanethiol (C18) as the etch resist, as C18 SAMs have been previ-
ously shown to serve as a robust and high-quality wet etch resist.[46, 53] Then, using
nanoshaving, we exposed nanoscale regions in the C18 SAM formed on the Au (111)
substrate.[23] The sample was then exposed to the etchant 40 mM thiourea in 10
mM sulfuric acid solution.[54] The reaction describing the etching of gold by thiourea
in acidic solutions is:[55]

Au(s) + 2TU(ad) ⇀↽ AuTU+
2 (aq) + e− (2.1)

where TU represents the thiourea SC(NH2)2 and AuTU+
2 represents the gold-thiourea

complex. Thiourea must diffuse and adsorb onto the gold surface to form the aqueous
species AuTU+

2 with the aid of oxidant, which leads to etching of gold. While Fe3+

is often used as the oxidant for thiourea-mediated etching of gold,[38, 41, 56] the
introduction of a new oxidant into the liquid cell may perturb in situ imaging and
require some stabilization time before images can be acquired reliably and a stable
local concentration can be established. Therefore, we used the electrochemical poten-
tial to initiate the oxidation/etching on demand so that the progression of etching at
the bare gold region could be tracked in situ by AFM (Figure 2.1a, right and 2.1b).
As will be shown later, potential control also offers a unique opportunity to facilitate
anisotropic etching.

Although we did not intentionally add an oxidant such as Fe3+ to the thiourea
solution, we found that the nanoshaved areas were rapidly etched even without any
applied potential (Figure 2.5a-c) or at -300 mV (data not shown). We suspected that
the dissolved dioxygen may serve as the oxidant in the presence of thiourea.[54, 57] To
test the hypothesis, a nanoshaved SAM surface was exposed to the thiourea solution
that had been purged with nitrogen. Indeed, no etching was observed this time
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(Figure 2.5d-f). Therefore, by removing oxygen from the thiourea etchant, we can
trigger the etching process with potential control.

Figure 2.5: Role of air in the gold etching reaction. a) AFM image of the nanoshaved
patterns in butanol. The depth is about 1.5 nm. b) After exposing the surface
to aerated thiourea solution for a minute, the nanoshaved areas were etched to 35
nm deep and turned into triangular/hexagonal shapes at open circuit potential. The
edges of the deeply-etched holes are along the nearest neighbor directions of Au (111).
c) Cross-section profiles of the pattern in a) (blue) and b) (red). d) AFM image of the
shaved patterns before and e) after exposure to deaerated thiourea solution. f) Cross
sectional profiles of nanoshaved holes d) (blue) and e) (red) show identical depths,
suggesting that etching is minimal under this condition. Scale bars are 300 nm.

To study the etching kinetics with kymograph, we configured the AFM to scan the
same line across the nanoshaved region repeatedly. As there was no lateral etching in
the overall shape if lateral etching was not observed in the kymograph (Figure 2.6),
the measured depths and widths in the kymograph could therefore be used to monitor
the etching kinetics of the shape of interest with a lateral resolution of 4 nm (AFM
measurement error, see Section 2.2 for detailed discussion) and a vertical resolution of
0.27 nm. This approach, which allows us to determine etching anisotropy with sub-
second time resolution, represents an optimum balance between temporal resolution
and topographical information needed to understand the nanoscale etching process.

To address the potential concern that tapping mode imaging by the AFM tip may
perturb the etching process, we imaged the nanoshaved shapes after etching (Figure
2.7). There was no observed depth difference between the AFM scanned line and
the rest of the shaved area. In addition, the shapes that were imaged by the tip
and those that were not imaged were etched to the same depth. These observations
suggest that the tapping mode imaging used to characterize the etching minimally
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Figure 2.6: The kymograph is representative of the etching of the nanoshaved area.
a) Nanoshaved patterns when using ethanol as solvent. Protrusions (as indicated by
arrows) in the nanoshaved areas are attributed to residual adsorbates, such as C18,
due to incomplete removal during nanoshaving in this solvent. b) Kymograph of the
black line indicated in a) when a step potential of 125 mV was applied. No lateral
etching was observed in the kymograph while the shape was etched to 10 nm deep. c)
The nanoshaved shapes after collection of the kymograph. The image was acquired
at -300 mV. Consistent with the kymograph, no lateral expansion was observed in
the image. Figure b and c are shown on the same color scale and scale bars in all
images are 400 nm.

perturbs the electrode reactions. The lack of tip perturbation is also an indication
that the etching process is limited by surface reaction, not mass transport of reactants,
which is impeded by the presence of the AFM tip. Indeed, our estimated etch rates
under a mass transport limited scenario (modeled as a recessed microdisk electrode)
are at least three orders of magnitude higher than our measured etch rates (discussed
as follows).

Estimated etch rate under mass transport limited condition

When the etching of the sidewall is insignificant, a nanoshaved area undergoing
diffusion limited etching can be modeled as a recessed microdisk. We calculate the
steady-state current at the bottom of the etched area under mass transport limited
condition, i.e. the diffusion of thiourea to gold surface is the rate limiting step,
according to the analytical solution for a recessed microdisk electrode:[58]

iss =
4πnFD0C

∗
0a

2

4L+ πa
(2.2)

where n is number of electrons transferred in the electrochemical reaction, F is the
Faraday constant, D0 is the diffusion constant of the reactant, C∗0 is the bulk con-
centration of thiourea, a is the radius of the microdisk electrode and L is the recess
depth.

For a circular nanoshaved area with radius of 100 nm, assuming the diffusion
constant of thiourea is 1.53×10−5 cm2/s and the bulk concentration is 40 mM,[59]
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Figure 2.7: The effect of tip on etch rate measurement. a) AFM image showing
arrays of holes that have been etched after a potential step of 109 mV. Only the
dotted line was imaged by AFM during etching. b) Cross sections of the two groups
of holes. As the tip is scanning the dotted line, it is closer to 1 than 2. Holes in both
groups showed almost identical depths, which indicates that the tip didnt change the
etching speed by affecting mass transport at imaged area. Note that the profile of
cross section 1 showed uniform depth, which means the tip didnt perturb the etching
process at the scanned line.

the steady state current is 2.3 nA when the recess is 2 nm and 1.0 nA when the recess
is 100 nm.

The conversion between steady-state current iss (A) to etch rate RV (nm/s) is:

RV =
issNA

nF
· 2
√

3r2Au
πa2

· 0.2355nm

layer
(2.3)

where rAu is the radius of gold atom and πa2

2
√
3r2Au

is the number of gold atoms per

layer at the nanoshaved area. Therefore, at the circular nanoshaved area with 100
nm radius, the etch rate is 7.7×103 nm/s at 2 nm recess and 3.3×103 nm/s at 100 nm
recess. Both of the values are orders of magnitudes higher than the measured etch
rate, which is on the order of 1 nm/s or less.

2.5 Electrochemical etching with a linear

potential sweep

To determine the onset potential of etching in the nanoshaved area, we applied a
linear potential sweep from 85±10 mV to 255± 10 mV at 2 mV/sec to the nanoshaved
surface under thiourea solution (Figure 2.8a). The AFM kymograph of the squares
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(imaged line as marked in Figure 2.8a) is shown in Figure 2.8b. The image of the
nanoshaved holes after etching (Figure 2.8c) shows that the holes were indeed ex-
panded laterally, consistent with the kymograph. In addition, the extents of lateral
expansion along different angles were similar. Hence the kymograph, which only
measures the lateral expansion along one axis, is still a good representation of the
lateral etching. The three squares had nearly identical depths over time, except that
as the pattern is etched deeper, there was some measured difference due to the tip
convolution effect,[50] i.e., the AFM tip could not reach the bottom of the small-
est square (Figure 2.8d) during the scan. Therefore, the largest square was used to
extract potential-dependent width and depth (Figure 2.8e). The lack of size depen-
dence further supports that the etching is not mass transport limited. In addition,
due to the finite size of the tip, the crystallographic orientation of the sidewall could
not be determined reliably. Future studies that use high aspect ratio AFM tips[60]
will be necessary to determine if the sidewall is vertical or slanted at a specific an-
gle. The absolute width determination of the etched area can be affected by the tip
convolution.[50, 51] Nevertheless, the relative width change of the opening can be
determined reliably, according to our estimate of the error caused by tip convolution
(see Section 2.2). The onset of vertical etching (red symbols) occurred at 150± 10
mV, while lateral etching (blue symbols, error bars indicate the AFM measurement
error) occurred at 200±10 mV. The reason for such a lag will be discussed later. The
inhibition of vertical etching at 200±10 mV and above is consistent with existing
studies showing that 210 mV triggers dimerization.[54] The dimerization leads to de-
composition reactions and generates products that passivate the gold surface (Figure
2.8e).[54] On the other hand, the etching of the sidewall, which most likely has a
different crystallographic plane, is unhindered at potentials above 200 mV.
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Figure 2.8: In situ measurement of patterns under linear potential sweep. a) Differ-
ent shapes were nanoshaved and the line indicated was imaged during etching. b)
AFM kymograph of the line in a, while a linear potential sweep was applied. The
arrow shows the direction of the time axis. c) AFM image of the nanoshaved shapes
after etching, showing lateral expansion that is consistent with the kymograph in b).
b) and c) are shown on the same color scale. Some newly appeared bright features
are observed in the first row, which are absent in other experiments where potential
is kept below 210 mV. Therefore these bright features may originate from products
of decomposition reactions above 210 mV[54] or desorbed C18 molecules due to ex-
tensive lateral etching. As AFM tip may sweep these insoluble species along while
collecting the kymograph, these species are more likely to accumulate near the im-
aged line. d) The depth of three nanoshaved holes as a function of time. e) Depth
(red) and width (blue) of the largest hole as functions of potential. The onset of
vertical etching occurred near 150 mV while lateral etching began near 200 mV. The
uncertainty in potential measurement is approximately 10 mV. The uncertainty in
width measurements is 4 nm as discussed in the experimental section. Scale bars are
400 nm in the AFM images.
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Figure 2.9: Linear sweep voltammetry experiment on polycrystalline gold film. The
etchant is 10 mM sulfuric acid and 40 mM thiourea as well. Scan rate is 2 mV/s.
Oxidation occurred around 100±10 mV, which is lower than the onset potential mea-
sured in the nanoshaved area using AFM (Figure 2.8e). The difference suggests the
passivation of gold in the nanoshaved areas by thiol adsorbates. The small peak at
∼ 0 mV might be due to impurity in the solution.

2.6 Electrochemical etching with a potential step

In order to understand etching at specific potentials in greater detail, we applied
potential steps, 95±10 mV, 109±10 mV and 172±10 mV, respectively, to a surface
with nanoshaved shapes that were identical to those in Figure 2.8a (shown in Figure
2.10a-c). The width and depth of the largest square were extracted and displayed
in Figure 2.10d-f. The fact that in the potential step experiment, the etching be-
gins below the onset potential determined in the potential sweep experiment can be
attributed to the time required to reach a steady-state etch rate after the potential
is changed to a new value. Lateral etching was significant at all three potentials.
However, a pronounced induction period for lateral etching was observed in these
experiments. Hence, significant lateral etching occurred after the onset of vertical
etching. The time lag is consistent with previous observations in the linear potential
sweep experiment (Figure 2.8e). Interestingly, the etch depth beyond which lateral
etching becomes significant, dL, was dependent on the step potential (Figure 2.10g).
At 95 mV and 109 mV, lateral etching began at a much smaller depth, 5 nm and
12 nm, respectively. By comparison, at 172 mV, lateral etching was undetectable
(within the measurement error ∼4 nm) until the depth of nanoshaved area exceeded
40 nm.

The large etching anisotropy implies that metal nanostructures with high aspect
ratios can be produced with wet etching under optimized conditions. However, the
anisotropy is unexpected considering that the more stable (111) facet (bottom of the
hole) is typically etched more slowly.[61, 62, 63] The origin of the preferential etch-
ing in the vertical direction remains to be fully understood. A plausible explanation
is that residual adsorbates in the etched area have different interactions with the
sidewall and the bottom (Scheme 1). At a lower surface coverage, C18 molecules lie
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Figure 2.10: In situ measurement of patterns under different step potentials. a-
c) AFM kymographs of nanoshaved squares that were identical to Figure 2.8a and
subjected to low (95±10 mV), medium (109±10 mV) and high (172±10 mV) potential
steps respectively, being shown on the same color scale. As etch rate is relatively low
at low and medium potentials, two consecutive AFM images are combined to analyze
the kinetics. d,e,f) Depth(red) and width(blue) evolution of the largest square over
time for different step potentials, all shown with identical z scales. g) Width vs.
depth plot at the three different step potentials. Scale bars are 400 nm.

down to maximize the van der Waals contact between the alkyl chain and the gold
surface,[21] impeding the complexation of thiourea with gold. Hence, the displace-
ment of residual adsorbates may be the rate-limiting step in the etching reaction.
Initially there is no lateral etching due to the absence of the side wall. However,
once the first layer of gold in the nanoshaved area is etched, a sidewall with freshly
exposed gold is generated. The etching of the sidewall allows lateral expansion of the
nanoshaved area. While the bottom of the etched hole remains as (111) facet, the
sidewall may have different crystallographic planes such as (110), which are known
to bind thiol adsorbates more strongly than (111).[21, 63, 64] By contrast, the ad-
sorbates on the (111) facet are more readily displaced, kinetically favoring etching in
the vertical direction. We found that prior to etching, the depth of the nanoshaved
area was 0.6 nm smaller than expected given the thickness of C18 SAM (Figure 2.5e),
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which suggests the presence of adsorbates in the nanoshaved area. Numerous mech-
anisms could lead to the passivation of a freshly exposed sidewall. Given the high
mobility of thiol molecules at low surface coverage,[21] the molecules diffuse from the
nanoshaved areas to the sidewall, where the adsorption energy is higher. Addition-
ally, if a minimal amount of lateral etching occurs, thiol molecules in the SAM at the
edge of the nanoshaved area might detach and cap the sidewall of the etched hole.
As the presence of low-coverage thiol molecules on exposed gold areas is common
for SAM surfaces patterned with other techniques such as microcontact printing,[36]
dip-pen nanolithography[39] and chemical lift-off lithography,[41] due to the surface
diffusion of thiols in additive methods,[65, 66] or incomplete removal of thiols in sub-
tractive methods,[41] the selective passivation of the sidewall, which can be exploited
to promote anisotropic etching, may be a general phenomenon in wet etching with
alkanethiol SAM resists.

Figure 2.11: Proposed etching mechanism of nanoshaved pattern.

That higher potentials allow the nanoshaved shapes to be etched to a greater
dL, the depth at the onset of lateral etching may be explained by increased RV , the
vertical etch rate, at these potentials. dL, can be described by:

dL =

∫ tL

tV

RV (t)dt, (2.4)

where tV , and tL are the times when significant etching in vertical and lateral direc-
tions begins, respectively. At a higher potential where RV (t) is sharply increased,[22]
significant vertical etching may occur between tV and tL. Although the time offset be-
tween vertical and lateral etching, tL− tV , may be potential dependent as well (about
140, 40 and 80 s for the low, medium and high step potentials respectively), RV (t)
is much more sensitive to potential (increased by more than an order of magnitude
when the potential increases from 95 to 172 mV).

In addition, we evaluated the pattern transfer fidelity by looking for electrochemi-
cal etching through defects of SAM. This phenomenon was only observed when lateral
etching was significant (Figure 2.5b and 2.8c) and mostly through large monolayer
defects (Figure 2.5a and 2.8a). Figure 2.12 shows that even with significant lateral
etching due to a prolonged period of time at 109 mV, etching in SAM defects was not
observed. The minimal etching of gold in the SAM defects (Figure 2.12), which is
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consistent with a previous study,[46] may be attributed to the use of single crystalline
substrate and thermal annealing protocol that additionally improves the order of the
C18 SAM.

Figure 2.12: Etching through SAM defects is not observed, even though the
nanoshaved area is overetched. The nanoshaved shapes are identical to the ones
in Figure 2.8a and are subjected to a potential step of 109±10 mV (as shown in
Figure 2.10b).

The decrease in RV at later stages of etching, as indicated by the slope change in
depth vs time plots in Figure 2.8e and 2.10f, may originate from the accumulation
of AuTU+

2 in the etched hole. As the depth increases, the diffusion of AuTU+
2 from

the recessed etched hole to the bulk solution slows down, leading to the accumulation
of the etching product that increases the backward reaction rate and reduces the
net vertical etch rate.[22] Another possibility is the accumulation of side products
that may passivate the bottom surface.[54] Numerical simulation of the diffusion and
electrode reactions[67, 68] at the nanoscale will be needed to help clarify the origin.

2.7 Pattern transfer on gold microplates

While studies on bulk single crystals offer important insight into the etching ki-
netics, the structures produced are of limited relevance to applications that exploit
the plasmonic properties of gold, which often require thin films.[69, 70, 71] The gold
microplates supported on indium-tin-oxide (ITO) are substrates that are single crys-
talline, inexpensive, compatible with electrochemistry, and have the required thick-
nesses (15-60 nm).[46] Because the top of the microplates is terminated with Au (111)
and the plates can be readily functionalized with alkanethiols,[46] we have explored
the electrochemically controlled etching as a method to produce nanoholes in gold
microplates. Figure 2.13 shows the AFM images of fabricated nanoholes near a cor-
ner of a gold plate after a step potential was applied to the substrate. Etching was
carried out at 170±10 mV to minimize lateral etching. The nanoholes generated this
way were etched to 15 nm deep with lateral etching less than 5 nm. Due to the
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effective passivation of the SAM, the top surface remains atomically flat after etch-
ing, which should reduce the dampening of surface plasmons due to the roughness of
polycrystalline thin films.[72]

Figure 2.13: Application of electrochemical etching for fabrication of nanosized pat-
terns. a) AFM image of micron size single crystalline gold plates synthesized on top
of ITO. The C18 SAM on the gold plates is patterned and etched. b) AFM images
showing circular nanoholes created by nanoshaving before and after etching. Note
that etching through SAM defects was not observed. The two rows under highlighted
areas are nanoshaved squares that have smaller area (about 30 nm wide) and were
etched as well. However, the depth is smaller, which can be ascribed to the finite size
of the tip, i.e. the tip could not reach the bottom of the small holes during imaging.
AFM tips with higher aspect ratio would be needed to probe the depth of such small
holes accurately.
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2.8 Conclusions and future work

Our novel in situ method to probe the wet etching of gold at the nanoscale has
yielded unique insight into the pattern transfer process with SAM resists. In ex situ
electron microscopy and AFM studies, different samples must be withdrawn at differ-
ent time points for microscopy characterization,[36, 38, 39] the limited time resolution
and sample-to-sample variability would preclude such detailed kinetics information
obtained in this study. Notably we found that the etching rates of the bottom and
sidewalls are not constant and have different onset times. Electrochemical poten-
tial can be used to manipulate the etching kinetics and facilitate anisotropic etching
with a ratio of at least 10:1. Although currently we do not know the ultimate etching
anisotropy achievable because of the limited number of conditions explored, it is likely
that even higher anisotropy can be obtained in a more systematic investigation.

Future studies that further elucidate the mechanistic details of the etching pro-
cess, such as the roles of adsorbates, the crystallographic orientations of the sidewalls,
other surfactant molecules to additionally suppress lateral etching, and the interplay
between mass transport and electrode reactions at the nanoscale may provide addi-
tional routes to suppress lateral etching and generate high-aspect ratio structures.
With new insight of the nanoscale etching kinetics and inexpensive single crystalline
Au microplate substrates,[46] wet etching with SAM resists could be a viable method
to produce metal nanostructures with high precision. While our approach was demon-
strated with nanoshaved SAM patterns, we expect it to be suitable for SAM patterns
produced with other methods,[24] such as those combining high spatial resolution
and high throughput.[41] Since gold may only be exposed at sidewalls of the etched
area while the rest of the substrate remains protected by a SAM, wet etching can
potentially enable selective attachment of biochemical ligands to the etched holes or
gaps (usually the EM hot spots), which remains challenging to achieve with existing
techniques.[34, 35, 70]
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Chapter 3

Fabrication and Characterization
of a Nanoscale Dynamic Surface
Using Atomic Force Microscopy

3.1 Introduction

Materials that can dynamically reconfigure their properties enable sophisticated
functions that are difficult or impossible to achieve with static materials. This is
particular evident in biological processes, e.g. the reversible conformational change
of motor proteins (kinesin and dynein) enables the transport of signal in nervous
system, and that the dynamically evolving configuration of polymerase makes gene
duplication and expression possible.[73, 74] Hence, an active area of research is the
development of synthetic molecular systems that are capable of performing work, such
as molecular valves, molecular motors and even nanorobots.[75, 76, 77]

Among various synthetic systems, dynamic surfaces or switchable surfaces, whose
properties could be altered by external stimuli, has attracted much attention.[78] For
instance, the macroscopic transport of liquid droplets is demonstrated by using a
photo-responsive surface which can change wetting property as a result of surface im-
mobilized switchable molecular shuttles.[79] The capability of alternating macroscopic
properties such as wettability, adhesive features, roughness, biocompatibility and so
forth have been realized and could be applied to fields of biotechnology, microfluidics,
environmental cleanup and data storage etc.[78, 80]

While most of the studies so far are focused on unpatterned switchable surfaces,
combining dynamic surfaces with nanoscale patterning would enable us to bring the
novel functionality to a much smaller scale. Nanoscale dynamic surfaces not only can
help to understand biological/chemical processes at molecular level such as adsorption
at charged surfaces, but also can be integrated with nanomaterials to form functional
nanoassemblies.[77, 81] In this chapter, we aim to develop a nanoscale dynamic surface
whose surface charge could be reversibly changed by an applied electric potential due
to its electroactivity. The nanoscale dynamic surface is generated by nanografting



electroactive SAM patches into an existing SAM by AFM, and is characterized by
chemical force microscopy (CFM) where a chemically modified AFM tip is used to
provide information of surface charge state in the force-distance curve (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Overview of the fabrication and characterization process of the nanoscale
dynamic surface. a) The electroactive SAM patches are nanografted by AFM into a
preformed SAM. b) Schematic of using CFM to probe the charge state of the nanoscale
dynamic surface. c) Hypothetical force-distance curve measured by CFM.

3.2 Material and methods

Materials

The single crystal gold bead with (111) facets was made from a gold wire (99.99%,
1 mm diameter, Scientific Instrument Services, Inc.) as described in previous chapters.
Au thin film substrates (silicon wafers with 1000 Å Au) were purchased from Platypus
Technologies. P-type silicon(111) wafers were purchased from Mospec Semiconductor
Corporation. Diamond thin film on silicon wafer (UNCD Horizon, 200 nm thick) was
purchased from Advanced Diamond Technologies, Inc.. Metal pellets and crucibles
for evaporation of metal films were purchased from Ted Pella Inc. Chrome plated
tungsten rods were used for evaporation of Cr and were purchased from R.D. Mathis
Company.

The TTF alkanethiol was synthesized and provided by the Stoddart group in
Northwestern University.[82] The C11-PEG-6 thiol was purchased from ProChimia
Surfaces. The t-BOC protected 10-aminodec-1-ene was purchased from Astatech
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Inc.. (3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane, the rest of the alkanethiols and alkenes were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

Buffered HF etchant was purchased from Transene Company, Inc.. The other
chemicals were either purchased from Fisher Scientific, Inc. or Sigma-Aldrich and
were of certified ACS or higher grade. Only ultrapure water (>18 MΩ·cm) generated
from a Barnstead Nanopure Diamond water purification system was used. All the
buffers were prepared in the lab and the pH values were measured with a benchtop
pH meter (Thermo Scientific Orion 3-star). All the glassware, substrate and parts
used in the experiment were cleaned by piranha solution (1:3 H2O2:H2SO4) and rinsed
copiously with water prior to use. (CAUTION: Piranha solution can react violently
with organic materials, and should be handled with personal protective equipment.
Piranha solution should not be stored in tightly sealed containers. )

Preparation of SAM

The gold substrates were cleaned by a freshly made piranha solution or hot nitric
acid first. Then the substrate was rinsed by water, dried under a stream of nitrogen
and then annealed by a hydrogen flame before it was immersed into the alkanethiol
solution. In general, the alkanethiol SAMs were formed in the ethanolic solution of
the corresponding thiol overnight and followed by a brief rinsing of ethanol and dried
under a nitrogen stream. The ferrocene-terminated SAM was prepared in a mixture
of decanethiol and ferrocene-terminated thiol in order to obtain a mixed SAM.[83]
The assembly time was limited to about 24 hours. The TTF-terminated SAM was
prepared in 1 mM solution in acetonitrile for 24 hours instead and the substrate was
rinsed by acetonitrile, blown dry by nitrogen after assembly. Higher concentrations
of TTF lead to disorder in the SAM. The AUT-SAM (amino-undecathiol) was pre-
pared in 3%(v/v) triethylamine/ethanol to avoid the formation of bilayer.[84] After
SAM growth, the substrate was rinsed by 10%(v/v) acetic acid/ethanol to completely
remove the triethylamine. The MHDA-SAM (mercaptohexanoic acid) was prepared
in 10%(v/v) acetic acid/ethanol to avoid bilayer formation, and the SAM was rinsed
with 10%(v/v) acetic acid/ethanol as well as ethanol before use.[85, 86]

The silane monolayer on silicon AFM tips was prepared by vapor deposition.[87]
The silicon tip was cleaned by consecutive steps of organic solvent rinsing, piranha
cleaning (resulted in a hydrophilic oxide surface), water rinsing and air drying. The
cleaned silicon tip was held by a custom designed tip holder and placed in a reaction
chamber together with an open vial of APTMS liquid. The reaction chamber was
backfilled with nitrogen and sealed for 2 hour to allow complete reaction. The APTMS
layer was then cured by keeping the modified silicon tip in a vacuum oven under a
pressure of ∼700 mm Hg for 1 hour. The removal of water by vacuum promotes the
physisorbed APTMS to form siloxane bond with the substrate.

For preparation of alkene monolayers on silicon surfaces, the silicon substrate/tip
needs to be hydrogen terminated first.[88, 89] The following steps were conducted and
a hydrophobic H-terminated silicon surface could be generated afterwards: 1)Clean all
the glassware in SC1 solution (1:1:5 H2O2:NH4OH:H2O, 80◦) for 1 hour or longer; 2)
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Degrease the surface by consecutive rinsing/sonication in methylene chloride, acetone,
methanol (10 min sonication for each solvent); 3) SC1 cleaning for 10 mins at 80◦

and flush in running water for 30 s; 4) Strip off the surface oxide by Buffered HF
for 2-5 mins at room temperature, and flush in running water for 30 s; 5) SC2 (1:1:4
HCl:H2O2:H2O) cleaning for 10 mins at 80◦ and flush in running water for 30 s; 6) H-
terminated in Buffered HF again for 6.5 min and dip quickly in water. The hydrogen
terminated silicon substrate/tip was then immediately transfered into the glove box
and immersed in pure liquid alkene, with about 1 mm liquid layer above the substrate
surface. A quartz cover was placed above the container to avoid evaporation of the
liquid and contamination from the environment. An 8-watt hand held 254 nm UV
lamp (Spectronics Corporation) was used to irradiate above the liquid for 2 hours.
Then the substrate was withdrawn from the alkene liquid and rinsed by hexanes. To
remove the t-BOC group, the modified substrate was subjected to 25% trifluoroacetic
acid in methylene chloride for 30 mins followed by a 3 min rinse in 10% NH4OH.[90]

The hydrogen termination of diamond wafers, as well as air plasma cleaning were
attempted by using a plasma cleaner (Harrick Plasma). Either air or high purity
hydrogen was connected to the inlet, and the flow rate was kept at 1 SCFH (standard
cubic feet per hour) during treatment with maximum plasma power selected. No
heating filament was available so the temperature was around 22◦C for both processes.

Atomic Force Microscopy

All the AFM experiments were performed on an Agilent 5500 AFM and on a
single crystal gold bead with (111) facets. Nanografting was performed by using a
protocol similar to that described in literature.[23] Silicon tip with triangular Si3N4

cantilevers (SNL-10, Bruker Corporation) and a 50 µM TTF ethanolic solution were
used for fabricating nanoscale TTF patches. AFM imaging was conducted with the
same tip after nanografting.

Preparation of AFM probes for CFM

Different tips have been used in CFM experiments. Several commercially avail-
able Au tips were purchased from different vendors - CSC38 from MikroMasch Inc.,
OBL-10 from Veeco Instruments Inc. and Hydra 2R-100NGG from Applied NanoS-
tructures, Inc.. The MikroMasch tips had the least peeling of gold film under the
same cleaning procedure compared to the other two tips. The spring constant for the
used cantilever was either calibrated using the thermal method (see Appendix C) or
adapted from the vendor specified value, which may have an error up to 100%.

The home-made gold tips as well as silicon tips were obtained by dissolving the
gold coating off the CSC38 and SNL-10 probes. The probes were then cleaned in
hot piranha solution for 1 min and dried by air. To evaporate gold films onto the
probes, they were fixed on a home-made tip holder and put in a high-vacuum bench
top thermal evaporator (BTT-IV, Denton Vacuum). The vacuum was maintained
at 1×10−5 torr and a 500 Å layer of Au was formed in the rate of 0.5 Å/s. After
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cooling down, the probes were taken out, rinsed by ethanol and put immediately in
the assembly solution of AUT-SAM.

Electrochemistry

The electrochemical experiments were performed with a three-electrode setup.
Potential control was applied by a potentiostat BASi (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc.).
All the potential values quoted in this chapter were measured versus the Ag/AgCl
(3 M KCl) reference electrode. The working electrode was a polycrystalline Au film,
whereas the auxiliary electrode was Pt/Ir wire. The electrolyte was not deaerated
unless stated. The surface coverage Γ of surface-confined redox-active groups was
determined from cyclic voltammetry, where the charge passed through the electrode
could be determined from the peak area of the redox peaks (see Appendix B).

Contact angle measurement

Static contact angle measurement was carried out with a mini handheld digital
microscope (Celestron Inc.). The collected images were then analyzed by ImageJ with
the contact angle plug-in. Each image was analyzed three times and the measurement
error resulted from the image resolution as well as human operation in post data
analysis is about 2 ◦. For characterization of the same sample, water contact angles
were measured at different spots across the surface and the average value with its
standard deviation is presented as the final result.

Thin layer chromatography

Silica gel on aluminum foils (Fluka Inc.) was used to analyze the purity of t-BOC
amine. The developing solvent was a mixture of 1:3 (volume ratio) ethyl acetate and
petroleum ether. After development, the TLC plate was dried by air and stained by
iodine vapor for 10 min.

3.3 Selection of dynamic surface

The criteria for selecting the electroactive species for our system are as follows:
1) The electroactive species should have a moderate redox potential in aqueous

solution to avoid interference by reactions such as hydrogen evolution, oxidative or
reductive desorption of alkanethiol molecules;[91]

2) The redox reaction should be reversible and proceed at a relatively fast time
scale;[22]

3) The electroactive species should be stable upon application of oxidizing poten-
tial;

4) It should be feasible to synthesize an alkanethiol molecule that contains the
electroactive species as a functional group, and the synthesis route would not affect
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the electroactivity of the species.

Ferrocene terminated SAM (Fc-SAM)

The ferrocene terminated SAM (Figure 3.2a) has been a popular choice in ap-
plications of electroactive self-assembled monolayers, because of its ease of synthesis
and moderate redox potential.[92] Therefore, we selected Fc-SAM as our first candi-
date and examined its electrochemical behavior. Previous report indicated that pure
Fc-SAM results in heterogeneity in the SAM and thus different electron transfer rate
across the surface.[83] To avoid such problem, we coadsorbed ferrocene terminated
alkanethiol with decanethiol (C10) using a 1-3 ratio in the assembly solution, and
the corresponding cyclic voltammogram (CV) is shown in Figure 3.2b (red trace).
The redox potential is about 550 mV in 1 M HClO4 and the symmetric oxidation
and reduction peaks show that the ferrocene species are surface immobilized and the
redox reaction is reversible. However, when subjecting the oxidized form of ferrocene,
ferrocenium cation to the electrolyte by holding the electric potential at 700 mV for a
period of time (∼ 1 hour), we noticed significant lost of electroactivity as shown by the
reduced peak area in Figure 3.2b (blue trace). Previous studies have shown that the
positively charged ferrocenium ions are prone to reaction with neucleophilic reagents
such as Cl–, NO–

3, SO2–
4 , OH– etc. and result in irreversible degradation of the ”sand-

wich” structure of ferrocene.[93, 94] We were able to prove such degradation process
by comparing the stability of Fc-SAM in solutions with different concentrations of
perchloric acid (Figure 3.2d). As OH– is a neucleophile, the ferrocenium cation ap-
parently has a longer lifetime in an electrolyte that has lower pH, i.e. a lower level of
OH–. Even so, half of the Fc-SAM lost its electroactivity within 30 min. Considering
the time needed for collection of data in CFM experiment, Fc-SAM is not suitable.

TTF terminated SAM (TTF-SAM)

Tetrathiafulvalene is an electroactive molecule that can be oxidized to its monoca-
tion form TTF+ and dication form TTF2+ at moderate potentials, which have been
widely used for construction of molecular shuttles. [95] The CV of pure TTF-SAM
(structure shown in Figure 3.2a) shows a pair of reversible redox peaks at 200 mV for
the generation of TTF+ (Figure 3.2c). We intentionally kept the applied potential to
values below the onset potential for the formation of TTF2+, as the dication showed
significant less stability than the monocation (data not shown). By holding the po-
tential at 400 mV for more than 1 hour, we observed largely reduced degradation
comparing to the case of Fc-SAM. Note that the electrolyte used is 0.05 M LiClO4

(pH ∼ 5), which has a pH value higher than the HClO4. In other words, because the
TTF-SAM is less susceptible to the attack of the nucleophile OH– than Fc-SAM, it
is suitable for building the nanoscale dynamic surface.
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Figure 3.2: Stability of Fc-SAM and TTF-SAM. a) The chemical structure of the
alkanethiol molecules that are used to form Fc-SAM and TTF-SAM separately. b)
The CV of Fc/C10 mixed SAM in 1 M HClO4, before (red) and after (blue) holding
the potential at 700 mV for 55 min. The sweep rate is 100 mV/s. c) The CV of TTF-
SAM in 0.05M LiClO4 , before (red) and after (blue) holding the potential at 400 mV
for 71 min. The sweep rate is 100 mV/s. d) The degradation process of TTF-SAM
and Fc-SAM monitored by plotting the fraction of species that remained electroactive
versus the time for which the electric potential was held to ensure oxidation of all the
surface species.

We also examined the compatibility of TTF-SAM with basic conditions by ac-
quiring its CV in 10 mM sodium acetate (NaAc, pH ∼ 8) solution as shown in
Figure 3.3. The CV is ill-defined in this case, and the amount of electroactive TTF
(1.9×10−12 mole/cm2) on the surface is more than an order of magnitude lower than
that measured from the same sample in 0.05 M LiClO4 (7.2×10−11 mole/cm2). This
is probably due to the reduced affinity between acetate ion and the TTF+ cation,
as the formation of ion pair could lower the redox potential.[96] The TTF species
are likely to be embedded in the monolayer as a result of the structure of the thiol
molecule. Thus when comparing to the much smaller ClO–

4 ion, the Ac– ion is less
likely to diffuse into the SAM and bind to the oxidized TTF+ species. A shoulder
peak is also observed in the CV, which could be attributed to local heterogeneity in
pure TTF-SAM.[83] On the other hand, the marked decrease in the peak area after
10 continuous CV sweep to 300 mV shows that the stability of TTF-SAM is also
affected by pH, although it could be relatively stable in acidic solutions. Due to the
non-ideal electrochemical response and instability in NaAc, we decided to use LiClO4

or HClO4 exclusively for CFM experiments.
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Figure 3.3: The CV of TTF-SAM in basic solution. The electrolyte is 10 mM NaAc
with pH ∼ 8 and the sweep rate is 200 mV/s. Significant reduction of peak area is
observed before (red) and after(blue) 10 continuous sweep to 300 mV.

3.4 Fabrication of the nanoscale dynamic surface

using AFM

The AFM tip selectively removes the thiol molecules at the designated area when
a high force is applied and a good solvent for the thiol molecules is used.[23] Con-
sidering the PEG segments on the TTF molecule, we used C11-PEG-6 thiol (PEG6
SAM) as the preformed SAM to obtain a better intermolecular Van der Waals in-
teraction. Figure 3.4a shows the AFM image of nanografted TTF patches in PEG6
SAM. The surface roughness of the PEG6 SAM is due to helical conformation of
the PEG segments, as the SAM does not assume a near-crystalline phase due to the
larger cross-section of PEG compared to the Van der Waals interchain distance in
an ideal SAM.[97] The nanografted TTF molecules appear as 0.8 nm recess in the
SAM (Figure 3.4b) which doesn’t match the extended conformation of the molecule
(Figure 3.4c). Therefore, it is possible that the TTF molecules in the patches adopt
a folded conformation and the nanografted TTF-SAM is disordered or heterogeneous
as indicated in Figure 3.4c. The advantage is that the TTF species is more likely
to be exposed at the SAM/electrolyte interface, while the disadvantage is that the
electron transfer rate may be different across the patch.
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Figure 3.4: Fabrication of nanoscale dynamic surface. a)The TTF molecules are
nanografted into a preformed PEG6 SAM in ethanol, in the shape of squares that have
50 nm, 75 nm and 100 nm widths. b)The nanografted TTF appeared 0.8 nm deeper
than the surrounding PEG6, which may be explained by c) the ”folded conformation”
of TTF molecule in the matrix of C11-PEG6-thiols since the well extended TTF
molecule should appear taller than the surrounding SAM.

3.5 Characterization of the nanoscale dynamic

surface using AFM

In order to demonstrate the switching property of our nanoscale dynamic surface,
characterization techniques with low detection limit and high spacial resolution is
required. The demand can not be met with most of the surface techniques, such
as electrochemistry, contact angle measurement and molecular spectroscopy, which
have often been used for unpatterned switchable surface.[80, 78, 3] Fortunately, the
nanometer dimension of the AFM tip potentially enables the characterization of char-
acterizing surface properties with high spatial resolution, and the difference in surface
property usually results in distinguishable interaction strength between AFM tip and
the substrate. Furthermore, in order to better understand the molecular origin of the
interactions, Chemical force microscopy (CFM) has been developed by introducing
chemical modification of the AFM probes.[25, 98] In our case, since the surface charge
state of the nanoscale surfaces is our major interest, we intend to introduce a charged
functional group onto the AFM probe so that different electrostatic interactions could
be monitored while varying the applied potentials (Figure 3.1b & c) to TTF patches.
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As discussed in Section 3.3, the TTF-SAM displays reversible redox behavior and ac-
ceptable stability only in acidic conditions, the limitation of compatible buffers leaves
us to choose primary-amine group (-NH2) which should be protonated and positively
charged in the desired acidic solution.

3.5.1 DLVO theory and predicted results

We first calculated the interaction force between amine-terminated tip and TTF
covered surface based on the DLVO theory, which takes into account both Van der
Waals interaction and electrostatic force between two surfaces.[99] The electrostatic
interaction potential between the two charged flat surfaces, or precisely the two double
layers near the charged surfaces, is calculated by:

WDL = (64kBTn
0γ1γ2/κ)e−κD (3.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, n0 represents the ion
concentration in bulk solution, D is the distance between the two surfaces and κ is
the inverse of debye length,

κ−1 = (
εsε0kBT

2n0z2e2
)1/2 (3.2)

and the term γ is defined by the surface potential ψ for the two surfaces separately,

γ = tanh(
zeψ

4kBT
) (3.3)

εs is the relative permittivity of the electrolyte solution, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity,
e is the electron charge and z is the charge on the ions in the electrolyte.

For a monovalent electrolyte such as NaCl, the interaction potential WDL can be
simplified to the following at 25◦C:

WDL = 0.0482[NaCl]1/2tanh(
ψ1(mV )

103
)tanh(

ψ2(mV )

103
)e−κD (3.4)

where [NaCl] is the bulk concentration of the electrolyte in M, and the unit of WDL

is J/m2.
The interaction force between the tip and the substrate can be obtained from the

interaction energy of two flat surfaces, by using Derjaguin approximation between a
sphere and a flat surface:[99]

FDL = 2πRWDL (3.5)

where R is the radius curvature of the AFM tip.
On the other hand, the Van der Waals force between a sphere and a flat surface

can be calculated from Hamaker constant A by:[99]

FV DW = −AR/6D2 (3.6)

the force is defined as negative because the Van der Waals force is usually attractive.
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For two gold surfaces that are covered by SAMs and interact through an elec-
trolyte, the interaction force is modified to:[99]

FV DW = −R
6

[
A232

D2
− 2A123

(D + T )2
+

A121

(D + 2T )2
] (3.7)

where T is the thickness of the SAM, the subscripts represents gold(1), thiol(2) and
electrolyte(3) separately. The Hamaker constant A232, A123, A121 are designated
values of 5.0×10−21, -1.28×10−20 and 1.67×10−19 J according to literature.

Therefore, the force-distance curve measured by AFM is predicted by:

F (D) = FDL + FV DW (3.8)

where F(D) is the force measured by AFM as a function of distance D.
We used amino-undecanethiol (AUT) SAM and TTF-SAM as the monolayers on

the AFM tip and gold substrate to calculate the force-distance curve, and we selected
10 mM HClO4 with pH=2 as our electrolyte.

As the primary amine group is an ionizable species, the surface potential ψ1 of the
AUT-SAM is affected by the protonation of the amine species which is determined
by both the solution pH and ψ1:[100]

log10[(1− f1)/f1] = pH − pKa + (Fψ1/2.3RT ) (3.9)

where f1 is the fraction of protonated amine, R is the molar gas constant, F is the
Faraday’s constant and the surface pKa value of AUT is 6.5.[101]

The surface potential ψ1 is also related to f1 by considering the electrostatic
relationships at the substrate/electrolyte interface:[99]

CL(φ− φpzc − ψ1) + FΓAUTf1 = εsε0κ(2kBT/e)sinh[eψ1/2kBT ] (3.10)

where CL is the capacitance of the SAM, φ is the potential applied to the gold
electrode, φpzc is the potential of zero charge of the gold electrode (defined as 0 V vs
Ag/AgCl in our case), ΓAUT is the density of AUT.

The surface potential ψ1 can be solved by combining equation (3.9) and equation
(3.10), and for AUT-SAM coated tip where no external electric potential is applied,
the surface potential is solved to be 232.4 mV in 10 mM HClO4.

The surface potential ψ2 on TTF surface is computed in a similar way, except that
the equation(3.9) is replaced by Nernst equation for the one-electron redox reaction
between TTF and its monocation form TTF+:[102]

f2/(1− f2) = Γox/Γred = exp[(F/RT ) ∗ (φ− E0 − ψ2)] (3.11)

assuming φpzc=0V vs Ag/AgCl as mentioned above. A similar form of equation(3.10)
can be rewritten for electroactive TTF, considering the case where TTF is exposed
at the SAM/electrolyte interface based on our nanografting experiment (Figure 3.4):

CL(φ− φpzc − ψ2) + FΓTTFf2 = εsε0κ(2kBT/e)sinh[eψ2/2kBT ] (3.12)
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Figure 3.5: Calculated force-distance curve between AUT coated AFM probe and
TTF coated substrate. The surface potentials are calculated using the equations
mentioned in the main text. The electrolyte is 10 mM HClO4 and the tip radius is
50 nm.

where f2 represents the fraction of TTF+ on the surface.
The surface potential on TTF surface are solved using equation (3.11) and equa-

tion (3.12) with 0.1V intervals of the applied potential and all the calculated force-
distance curves are displayed in Figure 3.5. Specific ion pairing effect is not taken
into consideration and the tip radius is assumed to be 50 nm. The transition from
attractive force (<0) to repulsive (>0) after the redox potential of TTF (0.2V). The
difference in the force curve is on the orders of several hundred pN from 0 V to 0.4
V, which is much higher than the force detection limit of AFM (∼ pN) and should
be observable in real measurement. Note that in Figure 3.5, when the tip-sample
distance approaches zero, the net force abruptly decreases and approaches negative
infinity. Such phenomenon is not observed in force curve measurement. In fact, the
tip is usually in contact with the surface in or before this region and the force being
measured is no longer the intermolecular forces but instead force that is character-
izing the mechanical property of the substrate. In other words, the DLVO theory
only holds true before the contact point (Dcontact > 0), which is defined as the dis-
tance where the force gradient becomes larger than the spring constant of the AFM
cantilever. [25]

3.5.2 Functionalization of AFM tip with primary-amine
(-NH2) group for CFM

The functionalization of AFM tip in CFM is often achieved by forming a SAM that
carries certain functional groups on a gold AFM tip. [25] However, a special require-
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ment in our system is that the functionalized tip should endure extensive imaging
in contact mode, i.e. the abrasion and possible deformation during imaging should
not affect its ability to characterize the charged TTF patches quantitatively. This
is because the AFM probes for CFM is not applicable for nanografting experiment
due to its inadequate stiffness as well as possible detachment of thiols under high
force. Therefore, a separate tip is needed for the nanografting experiment and then
the functionalized AFM tip is used for characterization which requires the relocation
of the nanoscale TTF patches first. Although the built-in optical microscope in the
AFM offered the possibility of tracing the nanografted area, its spatial resolution is
not adequate enough for immediate relocation onto nanografted patches with a second
AFM tip. As a result, intensive imaging in contact mode is inevitable in the reloca-
tion process, since tapping mode which reduces the mechanical damage to the tip is
not feasible for soft cantilevers used in CFM. The damage to the SAM or underlying
gold layer caused by abrasion in imaging could possibly lead to lack of accuracy in the
characterization of TTF surface.[25] For this reason, we have explored different strate-
gies to find out a good way of preparing a long-lasting and chemically well-defined
AFM probe. In addition to the gold-thiol chemistry, different substrate materials and
surface chemistry are also investigated and will be discussed in the following. In order
to test the functionalization of AFM probe with primary-amine groups, we have de-
signed an experiment where the force-distance curve of the modified AFM tip on an
AUT-SAM is collected in acidic solution.[101] Electrostatic repulsion in the approach
curve and minimal adhesion in the retraction curve are expected in this case. The
durability of the AFM tip was tested by comparing the force curves before and after
switching to different imaging area or samples, as the landing process usually causes
a high exerted force on the AFM tip.

3.5.2.1 Gold

We first adopted the commonly used strategy where gold-thiol chemistry is used.
The amine functional group was prepared by forming an AUT-SAM on the gold AFM
probes.

A. Commercially available gold-coated AFM tips

Commercially available AFM tips are often contaminated, mostly by polymers,
during storage and cannot be functionalized ideally.[103] Therefore, the AFM tips
need to be cleaned properly first before immersion into AUT solution. We have ex-
perimented different cleaning method, such as piranha cleaning (1:3 H2O2:H2SO4),
SC1 cleaning solution (1:1:5 H2O2:NH4OH:H2O) and air plasma cleaning. Surpris-
ingly, we found that the cleaning condition significantly affects the adherence of gold
coating on the AFM tip as indicated by visual damage to the gold layer, and the
harshness of the cleaning methods could be ranked based on the extent of gold layer
peeling (1 minute treatment for all methods):

piranha(80◦C) > piranha(R.T.) > SC1(80◦C) > SC1(R.T.) > air plasma
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with R.T. representing room temperature. Overall, air plasma cleaning is the mildest
cleaning condition. Even so, only one of the different brands we have investigated
appear with no visual damage on the gold layer (Section 3.2) after 1 min air plasma
treatment. The extent of peeling is relevant to the thickness of the gold coating, as
the gold layer tend to peel off when it is less than 20 nm thick. Thus the brand with
the thickest gold coating was used for further experiments.

Figure 3.6: Test experiment of commercial gold tips. The tip is modified with
primary-amine group by forming an AUT-SAM. The force distance curve between
such tip and a)AUT-SAM , b)mercaptoundecanol(-OH SAM) and c) same AUT-
SAM covered substrate are shown. The electrostatic repulsion between amine groups
are not reproducible after measurement on the -OH SAM.

A test experiment was performed on AUT-SAM covered substrate, using the tip
modified with AUT-SAM as well (Figure 3.6). The force-distance curve initially
showed repulsive behavior in the approach curve and no adhesion in the retraction
curve as expected, due to the electrostatic repulsion between the amine groups. As
a comparison, the same tip was also used on a -OH terminated SAM (prepared by
mercaptoundecanol thiol) where different force curve was observed. Since the elec-
trostatic repulsion was absent, the force curve indicated other attractive interactions
such as Van der Waals interaction. However, when the substrate was switched to
the AUT-SAM again, the repulsive behavior could not be reproduced. The lack of
reproducible repulsive force may result from the contamination of the substrate or
the limited durability of the gold coating. In addition, we have also experienced
trouble reproducing the result as shown in Figure 3.6a (data not shown). Therefore,
we decided to prepare the gold coating ourselves for two reasons: 1) the thickness of
the gold layer could be controlled and the damaging from cleaning could be reduced
by having a thicker gold layer; 2) since the SAM could be prepared right after the
fabrication of gold coating which eliminated the sources of contamination as in the
case of commercial tips, gentle cleaning method such as ethanol rinsing could be used
instead of the harsher conditions discussed earlier which should significantly improve
the durability of the gold layer.
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B. Home-made gold probes: siloxane linkage

Gold is known for its low adhesion strength on substrates, thus it is necessary to
prepare an adhesive layer prior to evaporation of the gold. Metal adhesive layers such
as Ti or Cr is often employed in fabrication of gold AFM tips. Both the adhesive layer
and the gold layer are evaporated onto the AFM probe under high vacuum through
electron-beam assisted or heat assisted evaporation. It should be pointed out that
during the evaporation process, both the adhesive metal and gold evaporation sources
should be loaded into the vacuum chamber so that the adhesive layer on the AFM tip
is not exposed to air before evaporation of gold. The oxidation of the adhesive layer
has been proven to reduce the adhesion of Au and thereby affects the durability of the
AFM tip.[104] Unfortunately, the evaporator for use was not able to accommodate
two metals at the time, so we had to choose alternative systems.

Molecular adhesives, on the other hand, has been reported as a substitute for
metal adhesive layers, since Cr and Ti are not good candidates for preparing semi-
transparent gold substrates. Silane molecules that contain amine or mercapto func-
tional groups have been successfully applied to fabricate gold coated glass substrate.[105,
106] The affinity between gold and amine/thiol group promotes strong adhesion be-
tween the gold layer and the silane monolayer while the siloxane bond covalently holds
the silane molecules on the surface (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7: Preparation of gold layer with molecular adhesives silane. The silane
molecules condense onto silicon substrate and forms siloxane bond with the substrate.
The exposed functional group X (amine or thiol) could form bonds with the deposited
gold.

We first made the gold probe with APTMS ((3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane)
as the molecualr adhesive. The silicon probe was treated with APTMS followed by
a 2 hour curing process. A layer of 50 nm Au was evaporated onto both sides of
the silane coated AFM cantilever. Then the Au tip was rinsed immediately after
evaporation by ethanol and immersed in AUT thiol solution overnight. As a test
experiment, we have also prepared AUT-SAM on a gold substrate and measured
the force-distance curve between the tip and the substrate in 10 mM HClO4, where
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repulsive interaction should be expected from the protonated amine groups on both
sides.[101] However, the measured force not only showed no repulsive interaction in
the approach curve but also yielded a high adhesion force in the retraction curve.
(Figure 3.8). This observation differs significantly from the repulsive interactions
observed in prior studies. [107]

One phenomenon we have noticed is that the gold layer peeled off from the AFM
probes after immersion in HClO4 for more than 1 hour. It has been shown in previous
study that siloxane bond could hydrolyze under the catalysis of acid in the solution.
[90] Considering the fact that APTMS layer is not well-ordered and may cause nu-
cleation of gold domains due to the heterogeneous distribution of amine groups, it
is possible that perchloric acid could penetrate the AUT-SAM, diffuse through the
grain boundaries in gold layer to where the silane molecules are, and cause hydrolysis
of siloxane which promotes detachment of the gold layer. In other words, the silicon
oxide that is exposed after siloxane bond cleavage interacts with the AUT-SAM on
the substrate. Furthermore, the isoelectric point of silicon oxide is pH∼2, so the tip
may carry net negative charges in 10 mM HClO4. The electrostatic attraction be-
tween the tip and the substrate may explain both the observed adhesion in retraction
curve and the lack of repulsive force in the approach curve. As intensive imaging in
contact mode would be needed in acidic solution for the characterization of nanoscale
TTF patches, molecular adhesive silane is thus not a good choice for fabrication of
home-made gold tip due to its instability in the acidic medium.

Figure 3.8: Test experiment of gold tips prepared with APTMS adhesive layer.
The force-distance curve between AUT-SAM covered gold substrate and gold tip
is recorded in 10 mM HClO4, pH=2. Details about preparing the gold tip could be
found in the main text.

To sum up, although home-made gold tips could help to resolve the problem caused
by tip wearing, the limitation of instrument and intrinsic instability of silane molecules
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restricted our capability of preparing home-made gold tips. We then explored other
materials, such as silicon and diamond, which are more robust than gold.

3.5.2.2 Silicon

It has been shown that silicon AFM probes could be modified with functional
molecules to allow accurate measurement of molecular interactions.[108] Direct mod-
ification on silicon without a gold layer also preserves the original tip radius which
allows high spatial resolution. As mentioned in the previous section, siloxane bond
hydrolyzes on a short time scale in acidic conditions which makes it incompatible with
our system. Another common strategy to functionalize silicon substrate is through
the formation of Si-C bond under UV irradiation (Figure 3.9). Specifically, the alkene
group could bond with hydrogen terminated silicon substrate under the irradiation
of 254 nm ultraviolet light.[89] The primary amine functional group needs to be
protected by t-BOC (t-butyloxycarbonyl) group to prevent UV-light mediated side
reactions such as the oxidation of amine or the competitive reaction between amine
and silicon surface.[90, 109] The strong Si-C bond generated this way could tolerate
harsh conditions such as the acidic solution used in our force spectroscopy experiment.

Figure 3.9: Reaction scheme for silicon substrate modification with amine functional
group.

To test the efficacy of the UV light mediated reaction, we have functionalized
the Si(111) wafer using 1-octadecene. The water contact angle of the modified sub-
strate is 108◦ ± 2◦. This result matches literature value of 110◦ and illustrated the
successful preparation of an ordered alkyl monolayer on the silicon surface using our
experimental setup.[110, 89]

We then replaced the 1-octadecene with t-BOC protected 10-aminodec-1-ene (t-
BOC amine) and prepared the amine terminated silicon probe and substrate. After
the same experimental procedure was carried out, an additional deprotection step
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was performed. The surface modification was characterized by measuring the force-
distance curve in 10 mM HClO4 using both the amine terminated AFM probe and
silicon substrate. Instead of repulsive interaction, a large adhesion was observed
(Figure 3.10). The water contact angle of the same substrate was 61◦ ± 13◦, compared
to literature value of 76.8◦.[90] The large standard deviation in the contact angle
indicates heterogeneity of the surface.

Figure 3.10: Test experiment of silicon tips prepared with t-BOC protected 10-
aminodec-1-ene.

Possible factors that could contribute to the large adhesion in the force curves are:
1) The impurity of t-BOC amine, as indicated by 4 different spots in thin layer

chromatography (data not shown);
2) Hydrophobic interaction due to the formation of a disordered monolayer. The

monolayer is not as ordered as in the case of 1-octadecene due to the bulky t-BOC
group, as well as mismatch between the silicon crystal lattice and the cross section of
the alkene molecule.[111]

3) Incomplete conversion of surface silicon species as a result of a disordered
monolayer. Remaining unreacted silicon may be converted to silicon oxide under
ambient condition or treatment with NH4OH. The negative charges on the SiO2 may
exceed the positive charges of the primary amine groups, leading to adhesion in the
force curve measurement. [109]

We have also tested the effect of reaction time and deprotection time by using
water contact angle, which suggested these two factors are less problematic.

To sum up, further exploration is needed to prepare a silicon probe with primary
amine functional group through Si-C bond anchoring. Other than identifying the
impurities and purifying the t-BOC amine, preparing the SAM with a mixture of
t-BOC amine and shorter alkyl alkenes such as 1-decene would potentially help im-
prove the monolayer order and reduce problems associated with disordered SAM and
incomplete functionalization of surface silicon.
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3.5.2.3 Diamond

Another alternative that we have explored is functionalization of a diamond coated
AFM probe (Figure 3.11).[112] In contrast to the commonly used gold or silicon
probes, diamond offers the highest durability. In addition, the surface functionaliza-
tion of diamond is similar to the surface functionalization of Si, which is discussed
in the previous section, except that C-C bond is formed instead of Si-C bond un-
der UV light irradiation. The diamond substrate needs to be hydrogen terminated
for the photochemical reaction with alkene molecules to proceed. This step usually
requires high temperature hydrogen plasma cleaner.[112] The diamond substrate is
hydrogen terminated as synthesized but may slowly become oxidized to oxygen termi-
nated under long time storage in air. Due to limited access of equipment, we tried to
regenerate the hydrogen terminated diamond by room temperature hydrogen plasma
treatment but failed to detect any difference in the water contact angle measurement
before and after plasma treatment.

Figure 3.11: Chemical functionalization of diamond AFM probes for CFM. Photo-
chemical functionalization of a H-terminated nanocrystalline diamond AFM tip with
alkene molecules could result in termination of certain functional group (in this case,
carboxylic acid group as undecenyl acid is used). The chemical functionalization
of the AFM tip surface is robust due to the CC covalent bonds. Reprinted with
permission from [113] . Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry.

The functionalization of diamond AFM probes is later reported in literature with
carboxylic acid terminated alkene, which illustrates the feasibility of using such system
to prepare AFM probe for CFM.[113]

3.5.3 A potential alternative system

In the previous section, we have investigated different routes to prepare robust,
amine-terminated AFM probes for CFM experiment and none of them succeeded
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due to different limitations. However, when troubleshooting the force curve mea-
surements, we noticed that when the gold AFM probe was coated with carboxylic
acid terminated SAM, the force-curve results were more reproducible and repulsive
interactions were often observed (Figure 3.12). The mercaptohexanoic acid (MHDA)
was used to form -COOH terminated SAM on both the AFM tip and the substrate.
The force-distance curve was measured in buffers of different pH, while the AFM tip
was relanded every time the buffer was changed. The expected electrostatic repulsion
between negatively charged deprotonated carboxyl groups were consistently observed
as in Figure 3.12a&c. When the carboxyl groups were protonated and eletrostatically
neutral, attractive Van der Waals interaction as well as hydrogen bonding appeared
as in Figure 3.12b.[101] We suspected that the different performance between tips
terminated with carboxylic acid and those terminated with amine may arise from
the different surface energies of the monolayers, i.e. the amine terminated SAM has
higher surface energy and is more likely to adsorb environmental contaminations than
the carboxylic acid terminated SAM.

Figure 3.12: Test experiment on carboxylic acid (-COOH) terminated AFM probe.
Mercaptohexanoic acid (MHDA) SAM are formed on both the AFM probe and sub-
strate. The approach and retraction force curves show reproducible pH dependence
in a)10 mM NaOH (pH=12), b) 10 mM HClO4 (pH=2) and c)10 mM NaOH again.
When the -COOH groups are deprotonated i.e., negatively charged in NaOH solution,
only electrostatic repulsion is observed.

The surface pKa of MHDA is about 5.5,[101] which means it is not suitable for
probing the surface charge state of TTF-SAM, which requires acidic conditions . How-
ever, we have found a SAM containing electroactive biferrocene (BFD-SAM, Figure
3.13a) groups, which showed superior stability and reversibility over a wide range of
pH (see discussion in the following chapter).[114] A preliminary experiment between
MHDA coated tip and BFD covered substrate was carried out in 10 mM acetate
buffer (pH∼7). The carboxylic acid groups (-COOH) on the AFM tip, deprotonated
at this pH, carry negative charges. Upon oxidation of BFD, its charge state changes
from neutral to positive and an apparent difference is observed in the approach force-
distance curve (Figure 3.13c). The increase in attraction force is most likely due to
the electrostatic attraction between the COO– species on the AFM probe and BFD+

species at the substrate.
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Figure 3.13: Potential alternative system: characterization of BFD-SAM nanoscale
dynamic surface using CFM. a) The structure of biferrocene-terminated alkanethiol
which has superior stability over a wide range of pH. b) The negatively charged
carboxylic acid group (-COOH) on the AFM tip can be used in the CFM experiment
to monitor the surface charge state change on the BFD patches. c) Preliminary result
using MHDA coated AFM probe on an unpatterned BFD surface at different applied
potentials in 10 mM acetate buffer (pH∼7). Only approach curves are shown and
there is a significant increase in attractive force when BFD is oxidized.

3.6 Conclusions and future work

In this chapter, we were able to nanograft electroactive SAM into nanoscale
patches. The characterization of such nanoscale surface using CFM requires AFM
probes with long endurance and well-defined surface chemistry, which we were not able
to achieve with primary-amine groups. Contamination and deformation of gold layer
could both contribute to the irreproducibility of force curves using amine-terminated
tips. However, the alternative BFD-SAM, which was found to be stable over a wide
range of pH in both reduced and oxidized states, has created the opportunity to
investigate nanoscale dynamic surfaces with a more reproducible carboxylic-acid ter-
minated AFM probe. CFM on unpatterned BFD-SAM showed potential dependent
force curves. However, further work is needed to test the durability of the tip coating
after imaging and to better describe the microscopic structure at the SAM/electrolyte
interface under various applied potentials, such as the distribution of charges on the
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surface, the molecular conformation of the electroactive SAM and the role of the
counterions in the electrolyte.

Overall, AFM patterning has enabled the localization of switchable surface prop-
erty to the nanometer scale. Such system could serve as a potential platform where
molecular level interactions near charged surface can be isolated and studied indepen-
dently. It will also have potential implication in nanoscale sensors, directed assembly
and nanofluidics etc..[80, 92, 78, 76]
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Chapter 4

Controlled Adhesion of DNA on
Dynamic Surface Probed by
Atomic Force Microscopy

4.1 Introduction

Polyelectrolytes are polymers carrying charged ionizable groups. The adsorption
of polyelectrolytes at solid-liquid interface has been extensively studied in the past
several decades, as it is relevant in quite a number of important technological processes
such as colloidal stabilization, flocculation, adhesion, coating and lubrication. [115,
116, 117, 118, 119, 120] In particular, the interaction between the polyelectrolyte DNA
molecule and the solid substrate has attracted much attention due to DNA’s special
role in biological systems and supramolecular assemblies in nanotechnology.[121, 122,
123]

Among different types of intermolecular interactions, Coulombic contribution plays
an important role in the adsorption process of polyelectrolyte onto a charged surface
as a result of its long range nature and usually higher magnitude. Various studies
have investigated the adsorption of polyelectrolytes onto a charged surface and found
that the desorption force is dependent on the line charge density of the polyelec-
trolyte, the salt concentration of the buffer solution and the surface charge of the
substrate.[124, 125, 126]

Based on the knowledge of the electrostatic interaction and the importance of
DNA’s interaction with a surface, the idea of controlling the desorption force by
dynamically varying the surface charge of the substrate has actually led to several
reports in which the surface charge state is varied by applied electric potential.[121,
122, 127, 128] The ability to manipulate DNA’s adsorption at a liquid-solid interface
without changing the global parameters of the sample (such as the buffer solution) has
created opportunities in new assays of DNA or the assembly of DNA-based structures.
In addition, the capability of alternating the surface charge state can isolate non-
Coulombic contributions from Coulombic contributions and provides a convenient



way to study the electrostatic interaction between DNA and the substrate. [126]
The electrode-potential-controlled adsorption of DNA has been realized in a few

systems. However, limitations remain with these systems. Rant et.al have cova-
lently immobilized fluorescently labeled double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) oligos on a
mercapto-hexanol SAM modified gold substrate. By applying an electric potential,
the DNA could switch between different conformations and result in difference in flu-
orescence signal: at positive potentials, the DNA is attracted to the electrode and the
adsorption of DNA quenches the fluorescent dye; at negative potentials, the dsDNA
is repelled from the surface and reduced quenching increases emission. [127, 128]
As the more flexible ssDNA is significantly less responsive to potential changes than
dsDNA, the signals can be utilized to detect hybridization of target DNA strand in
a nucleic acid biosensor. Recent studies have shown that the mercapto-hexanol SAM
commonly used contains defects that may lead to inconsistent dynamic responses and
hence irreproducible performance of the sensor. [47, 129, 130] Gaub et.al have used
single molecule force spectroscopy to study the adhesion force of DNA to mercapto-
undecanol SAM, which is more stable due to the stronger Van der Waals interactions
between the alkyl chains. [121] They are able to quantify the electrical modulation of
the adhesion force of DNA for the first time. Nevertheless, due to the decay of elec-
tric field across the dielectric SAM, the modulation of the adhesion force could only
be detectable under harsh conditions where minimal salt is used in the buffer. Such
harsh conditions will result in difficulty in application and is of less relevance to pro-
vide insights for biological systems such as DNA/lipid complexes under physiological
environment.

Figure 4.1: Schematic of reversible adhesion of DNA on electroactive surface.

Herein we aim to develop a microscopically well-defined surface with stronger mod-
ulation of the DNA adhesion (Figure 4.1). We have developed an electroactive SAM
that could alter its charge density upon application of external electrical potential.
As the SAM is significantly more stable than traditional ferrocene based SAMs, it
provides a sufficient time window that allows us to study the interactions between the
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DNA and the substrate. Such system not only provides a better model for quantita-
tive study of DNA-surface interaction or in general the charge interactions in liquid,
but also enables new opportunities for actively manipulating the orientations and
conformations of polyelectrolytes for biosensing and other applications.

4.1.1 Stable electroactive surface: BFD terminated SAM

In order to prepare a surface that can reversibly change its charge state by con-
venient external control, we focused on alkanethiol SAMs that are terminated with
electroactive groups. Although ferrocene containing thiols have been considered for
dynamic surfaces due to its proper redox potential and ease of preparation, such
SAMs are not suitable for controlling DNA surface interactions because the ferroce-
nium groups rapidly decomposes in virtually all biological buffers, which has been
discussed in detail in the previous chapter.[93, 83] Alternatively, bi-ferrocene(BFD)
terminated SAM is proved to be stable in aqueous solutions over a wide range of
pH.[114]

Figure 4.2: Electrochemistry of pure and mixed BFD-SAM. The electrolyte is 10 mM
KClO4, and the sweep rate is 100 mV/s. The concentration ratio of the two thiols
are indicated in the legend.

We have noticed that the SAM formed in pure BFD thiol solution is disordered,
as indicated by the rise of current at -0.1 V in Figure 4.2 which suggests hydrogen
evolution takes place at the SAM defect sites.[131] This is probably due to the steric
hindrance between the bulky bi-ferrocene groups that reduces the inter-chain Van
der Waals interaction. Ill-defined multiple redox peaks also show that the BFD thiol
molecules are not in identical chemical environment,[83, 132] which further supports
the hypothesis that the monolayer is disordered. To improve the order of the SAM,
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of BFD/C9OH mixed SAM. The bulky BFD group prevents
good Van der Waals interaction between alkyl chains, so the coadsorption of short
C9OH SAM as a ”space filler” could improve the SAM order.

we coadsorbed BFD thiols together with C9OH thiols which presumably serves as
space filler between the BFD molecules to maximize the Van der Waals interaction
(Figure 4.3).

As shown in Figure 4.2, the cyclic voltammogram became well-defined with a
single broad redox peak and had reduced current at negative potentials when C9OH
was added to the assembly solution. Although the calculated BFD density in 1-3
C9OH/BFD solution (Γ = 1.33×10−10 mole/cm2) is higher than in 1-1 C9OH/BFD
solution (Γ = 1.02×10−10 mole/cm2), the FWHM (full width at half maximum) of
the former is wider which represents more heterogeneity of BFD thiol conformation
on the surface (note the shoulder peak at ∼ 0.15 V). Thus we chose 1-1 C9OH/BFD
solution to prepare our optimized dynamic surface in further studies.

Previous studies have shown that the effective charge density on the electroactive-
SAM covered surface may be reduced due to specific binding of anions from the sup-
porting electrolyte.[107] We thus assessed the ion-pair interaction between BFD/BFD+

SAMs and various anions by redox potential measurements in cyclic voltammetry
(Figure 4.4). [133] The redox reaction of BFD to its monocation state can be ex-
pressed as:

BFD + X− ⇀↽ BFD+X− + e− (4.1)

where X− is the anion species from the electrolyte. The redox potential E of this
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process can be written as:[96]

E = E◦ +
2.303RT

F
log

[BFD+X−]

[BFD][X−]K
(4.2)

where E◦ is the formal potential and K=[BFD+X−]/[BFD+][X−] is the formation
constant of ion pairs BFD+X−. In other words, the redox potential decreases when
the formation constant increases.

Figure 4.4: Redox potential measurement for investigation of ion-pair effect. The
cyclic voltammograms were collected at sweep rate of 100 mV/s in the four different
buffers, while A.B.7 represents HAc/NaAc buffer whose pH is 6.8, and P.B.7 repre-
sents phosphate buffer whose pH is 7.4. The sample was prepared in 1-1 C9OH/BFD
solution.

From the peak positions in Figure 4.4, we ranked the ion-pairing effect in a de-
creasing order: ClO–

4≈NO–
3>PO2–

4 >Ac–. Therefore, we chose A.B.7 buffer as our
electrolyte, which not only increases the net surface charge on the electroactive sur-
face but also is compatible with DNA molecules.

The stability of the BFD species in the selected electrolyte was tested by hold-
ing the electrochemical potential at values where all the BFD thiols were in their
monocation state (Figure 4.5). The surface coverages before and after the holding
experiment were compared and no decrease in the coverage of the electroactive groups
was observed, in sharp contrast with ferrocene SAMs.[93]

4.1.2 Single-molecule force spectroscopy

Single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) has afforded exciting opportunities
in probing the forces and motions associated with biomolecules (e.g. DNA, RNA,
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Figure 4.5: Stability of BFD-SAM. Cycic voltammograms of BFD-SAM in A.B.7
before (red) and after (blue) the SAM is held at BFD+ for 1 hour. Sweep rate is
200 mV/s and the sample was prepared in 1-1 C9OH/Fc solution. The voltammetric
peaks represent the BFD/BFD+ couple.

protein, enzymes etc.) and molecular assemblies at single molecular level. [134,
135] By applying a force to the molecule or molecular pair of interest, mechanical
properties, information about intramolecular and intermolecular interactions could be
extracted from the force measurement over displacement. [136, 137, 138] In addition,
the ability of capturing rare or transient event by single molecule techniques can
provide novel perspective of the fundamental processes, which may be obscured in
the ensemble measurement due to its inherent averaging nature. Popular SMFS
techniques include optical tweezers, magnetic tweezers and atomic force microscopy.
[139] In this section, the common experimental setup and theoretical models of the
SMFS that’s related to our work will be briefly reviewed, with the focus on AFM.

4.1.2.1 Experimental setup of SMFS

In SMFS, the measurement of force using AFM is achieved by repetitively bringing
the AFM tip onto the substrate and monitoring the rupture force while retracting the
tip from the surface. The collected deflection-piezo position data could be converted
to a force-distance curves (also known as force curves) with the knowledge of the
spring constant and sensitivity of tip. The molecule of interest is either attached to
the tip or the substrate - or both in the case of molecular assembly - usually through
covalent bond that can tolerate forces up to several nanonewtons.[137] A covalent
anchor of the molecules enables long term measurements, as well as investigation of
a wide range of interactions as the strength of latter usually are smaller than the
covalent bond strength.
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Different strategies have been developed for surface attachment and a compre-
hensive review of the different options is beyond the scope of this section (see review
[137],[138]). However, it should be noted that the design in attachment has a signifi-
cant effect on whether an isolated molecule or molecular pairs could be studied.[137]
In our case, we have investigated two different methods, amide coupling and DNA-
templated click chemistry. Both methods are fast, convenient and compatible with
DNA in aqueous solution. Further discussion can be found in Section 4.2 and Section
4.3.1.

The spring constant of the AFM cantilever is usually in the range of 0.01 - 1 N/m,
and is chosen depending on the magnitude of force that is being studied. Generally the
softer cantilevers are often used for studies of biomolecules as it has lower detection
limit, but using a cantilever that is too soft could increase thermal noise in the force
spectra.

4.1.2.2 SMFS with polymers

When a polymer functionalized AFM tip is brought into contact with a surface,
the polymer molecules on the tip are allowed to adsorb first onto the surface during
approach cycle and the desorption process can be observed through force curve upon
retraction.

There are three scenarios that can describe the desorption of polymer from a sur-
face (as shown in Figure 4.6):[117]

a) Rupturing of one specific bond between the surface and the polymer (usually
through certain chemical group in the polymer) in a non-equilibrium process. The
natural lifetime of such bond is sufficiently high so that it remains closed during the
whole pulling process. The stretching of the polymer is observed until the bond is
ruptured by the applied force. The rupturing of the bond is an irreversible process
whereas the stretching of the polymer spacer is reversible: one can go back and forth
on the force curves and re-measure the stretching of the polymer without hysteresis
until the bond eventually ruptures.

b) Rupturing of numerous bonds in series in a non-equilibrium process. Multiple
stretching and rupture events appear in the force curve, as the bonds break con-
secutively. When the distance between the different binding sites on the polymer
decreases, it is possible at certain point the single rupture events can no longer be
resolved and the force-extension curve resembles a plateau-like shape. The rupturing
of the bonds is an irreversible process. One has to approach the surface again at zero
force in order to measure the rupturing of the bonds repeatedly.

c) Rupturing of numerous bonds in series in an equilibrium process. In this case,
the individual bonds dissociate and re-associate on a much faster time scale than the
experimental pulling process occurs and the stretching of the polymer spacer can no
longer be observed. Instead, a desorption plateau whose height reflects the equilib-
rium desorption force is observed. The desorption force is determined by the force
required to peel the polymer off the surface segment by segment, i.e. the interaction
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force of each segment and the surface. The desorption of the polymer is a reversible
process; it is possible to go back and forth along the desorption plateau.

Figure 4.6: Different shapes of force curves and their explanations. The inset shows
examples for reversible (overlaid) and irreversible processes. a) Rupturing of one
specific bond coupled to a polymer in a non-equilibrium process. b) Rupturing of
numerous bonds in series in a non-equilibrium process. c) Rupturing of numerous
bonds in series in an equilibrium process. Reprinted with permission from [117].
c©IOP Publishing. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. All rights reserved.

In the non-equilibrium process, the rapid increase observed in the force curve
(Figure 4.6) is due to entropic elasticity. Flexible polymers adopt a random coil
conformation in solution and this also holds true when the polymer is fully adsorbed
on the surface - only that the polymer might be adopting an 2D or pseudo 2D random
coil. Therefore, when the polymers are desorbed from the surface under an external
force in the non-equilibrium process, i.e. the bond between the polymer and the
substrate remains closed before rupture occurs, it will be forced to extend or uncoil
and there will be an entropical restoring force. This restoring force acts in the opposite
direction of external force and equals to the force that is measured in the AFM
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experiment. As we stretch the chain by a distance that approaches its contour length,
the polymer stiffness, or restoring force per displacement, rapidly increases as the
number of configurations accessible to the system decreases. The force-extension
relationship could be derived from statistical mechanics models that describe the
entropic elasticity of the polymer. The two prevailing models are freely-jointed chain
(FJC) and the worm-like chain (WLC) model(Figure 4.7).[134]

Figure 4.7: Schematic representation of the freely-jointed chain (FJC) and the worm-
like chain (WLC) model. In the FJC model, N polymer segments are represented by
individual vectors l, while in the WLC model, the entire polymer is represented by
a continuous space curve. In both models, R represents the end-end distance of the
polymer chain.

The FJC model describes a polymer consisting of N rigid segments that are free
to rotate about their connections. The only parameter that governs the polymers
response to an external force is the Kuhn statistical segment length l. This length
is related to the persistence length, lP , of the polymer by l = 2lP . The relationship
between force F and distance Rz (extension along the axis of external force) can be
written as:[134]

Rz = N · l · [coth(
F · l
kBT

)− kBT

F · l
] (4.3)

where kBT is the thermal energy and the collected force curve are usually fitted with
the fit parameters N and l.

In the WLC model, the polymer is treated as a deformable rod than a series of
loosely connected segments. In other words, the WLC model entirely neglects any
discrete structure along the polymer chain, and describes the polymer as a continuous
string of constant bending modulus B. The bending modulus B is related to the
persistence length lP by scaling with the thermal energy lP = B/kBT . As the WLC
model cannot be solved in a closed form, an approximation of the solution is given
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as:[134]

F =
kBT

lP
[
Rz

L
+

1

4(1−Rz/L)2
− 1

4
] (4.4)

where L is the contour length of the polymer and the measured force curves are
usually fitted with the fit parameters L and lP .

In the equilibrium process, the desorption force can be represented by the following
equation:[125]

Fc = F0 + Fel = F0 + 4πlBkBTκ
−1τσ (4.5)

where lB is the Bjerrum length, κ−1 is the Debye screening length, τ is the line
charge density of the polymer and σ is the surface charge density in e−/nm2. The
non-Coulombic term F0 contains forces ascribed to Van der Waals forces, hydrogen
bonding or hydrophobic effects and so on, while the Fel represents the forces due to
electrostatic interaction.

When the polymer is desorbing from the surface in an equilibrium condition,
equation (4.5) could be applied to probe the property of the substrate or the polymer
with the knowledge of either one. Specifically, the charge density of the substrate or
the polymer can be measured as the Coulombic and non-Coulombic interactions can
be discriminated by varying the Debye length of the electrolyte.[126]

4.1.2.3 Dynamic force spectroscopy

For a molecular pair between a receptor R and a ligand L, the formation process
can be represented as:

R + L↔ RL (4.6)

The kinetics of the reaction at equilibrium is given by:

d[RL]/dt = kon[R][L]− koff [RL] = 0 (4.7)

where kon and koff represent the association and dissociation rate constants, respec-
tively.

In solution, large numbers of the receptors and ligands continuously bond and
dissociate under zero force. However, when the receptor and ligand are bound to the
substrate and tip separately, the isolated single bond between them exists far from
equilibrium, and only has non-zero strength on time scales shorter than the time
toff = 1/koff needed for spontaneous dissociation. If the molecular pair is pulled
apart faster than toff , the bond between them will resist detachment. Such process
is defined as the non-equilibrium process as described earlier.

The dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS) is a technique in which the applied force
through AFM tip is ramped at different range of rates to pull the molecular pair
RL apart, and the energy landscape of their bond could be probed by studying the
correlation between the rupture force and the loading rate. To further understand the
relationship between force, lifetime and energy landscape in single molecular bonds,
we will start with the energy barrier of dissociation process as shown in Figure 4.8.
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The dissociation rate constant koff of RL depends on the activation free energy, ∆G?

of the dissociation process through:

koff = A · exp(−∆G?/kBT ) (4.8)

where A is the Arrhenius prefactor, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
absolute temperature.

Figure 4.8: Energy profile for a dissociation process of a biomolecular complex at
equilibrium (continuous line) and under application of an external force F (dashed
line). ∆G? is the activation free energy, xβ is the width of the energy barrier, and
koff is the dissociation rate. Reprinted with permission from [140]. Copyright 2009
Royal Society of Chemistry.

When an external force is applied to pull the molecular pair apart, the energy pro-
file of the dissociation process is altered. The application of the external force lowers
the energy of the transition state, thus facilitating the thermally activated unbinding
process. The complex then proceeds via a path characterized by an activation energy
barrier of:[141]

∆G(F )? = ∆G? − F · xβ (4.9)

where ∆G(F )? is the activation free energy under external force F , and xβ is the
width of the energy barrier.

Within this framework, Evans and Ritchie have described the unbinding pro-
cess in terms of a crossing over a single, sharp barrier through the application of a
time-dependent force F (t).[142] Accordingly, the model provides the unbinding force
dependence on the loading rate, rf =dF/dt, at which the external force is applied.
rf is nominally given by the product, rf = k · r, between the tip retraction speed (r)
and the spring constant of the cantilever (k). It should be noted that this model is
based on the following assumptions:[140]
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(i) the loading rate during a measurement is constant;
(ii) the unbinding process of a single ligand-receptor pair occurs;
(iii) the rupture time is longer than the diffusional relaxation time, and any re-

binding process is neglected;
(iv) the pulling coordinate coincides with the reaction coordinate;
(v) the width of the energy barrier xβ is independent of the applied force.

On such basis and equation (4.8) & (4.9), the following probability distribution
P (F ) of the unbinding force F has been derived:[141]

P (F ) =
koff
r
· exp[ F

fβ
+
kofffβ
r

(1− exp( F
fβ

))] (4.10)

where fβ = kBT/xβ . The most probable unbinding force f ? can be then obtained
by calculating the maximum of such a distribution and it is given by:

f ? = fβ · ln(
r

kofffβ
) (4.11)

This expression predicts a linear relationship between the most probable rupture
force f ? measured by the AFM and the natural logarithm of the loading rate r.

4.2 Material and methods

Materials

AFM imaging experiments were performed on a single crystal gold bead with
(111) facets, which was made as described in the previous chapter. SMFS, FTIR
reflection spectroscopy(IRRAS) and electrochemistry experiments were conducted on
a polycrystalline gold thin film (silicon wafers with 1000 Å Au, Platypus Technolo-
gies). Metal pellets and crucibles for evaporation of metal films were purchased from
Ted Pella Inc. Chrome plated tungsten rods were used for evaporation of Cr and
were purchased from R.D.Mathis Company. The BFD alkanethiol was synthesized
and provided by the Schmittel group in Germany.[114] The other alkanethiols were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated
DNA Technologies. All the chemicals were either purchased from Fisher Scientific,
Inc. or Sigma-Aldrich and were of certifed ACS or higher grade. Only ultrapure water
(>18 MΩ·cm) generated from a Barnstead Nanopure Diamond water purification sys-
tem was used. All the buffers were home made and the pH values were measured with
a benchtop pH meter (Thermo Scientific Orion 3-star). All the glassware, substrate
and parts used in the experiment were cleaned by piranha solution (1:3 H2O2:H2SO4)
and rinsed copiously with water prior to use. (CAUTION: Piranha solution can re-
act violently with organic materials, and should be handled with personal protective
equipment. Piranha solution should not be stored in tightly sealed containers. )
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Preparation of SAM

The gold substrates were cleaned by treatment in freshly made piranha solution,
rinsing with water, and then drying under a stream of nitrogen and then annealing by
a hydrogen flame. For assembly of BFD terminated SAM, the gold substrates were
immersed in a dichloromethane (DCM) solution that contains 9-mercapto-1-nonanol
(C9OH) and BFD-terminated thiols at a total concentration of 0.5 mM for 48 hours
or longer. After immersion, the substrates were rinsed copiously with DCM and then
dried under a stream of nitrogen. For preparation of SAMs that contains carboxyl
group terminated thiols, an acidic ethanol(10 % v/v CH3COOH/ethanol) was used as
the solvent to inhibit the bilayer formation that is caused by dimerization between the
carboxyl groups.[85, 86] After immersion, the gold substrates were rinsed by acidic
ethanol, ethanol and then dried under a stream of nitrogen.

NH2-terminated mica substrates were prepared for preliminary force spectroscopy
experiments. The mica substrates were transferred to the glovebox and cleaved, then
sealed in a reaction chamber with a separate vial of 200 µL APTMS ((3-aminopropyl)-
trimethoxysilane) for 2 hours. The vaporized APTMS was then adsorbed onto the
mica this way. After 2 hours, the mica substrates were ready to use and could be
stored in the glovebox for up to 1 week.

Atomic Force Microscopy

The AFM imaging experiments and SMFS experiments were performed with an
Agilent 5500 AFM. Silicon tips with triangular Si3N4 cantilevers (SNL-10, Bruker
Corporation) were used for both experiments. The cantilevers for AFM imaging have
a resonant frequency ∼ 60 kHz, while the cantilevers for SMFS experiments have a
spring constant of 0.06 N/m as specified. The nominal tip radius is 2 nm. Imaging
of DNA molecules by AFM was performed under an aqueous Ni(II) imaging buffer
consisting of 5 mM Ni(II) acetate, 4 mM Tris acetate, and 0.1 mM EDTA [143] unless
otherwise specified.

The AFM tips were modified for SMFS experiments. The probes were first cleaned
in hot piranha solution for 1 min and dried by air. Then the probes were fixed on
a home-made tip holder and put in a high-vacuum bench top thermal evaporator
(BTT-IV, Denton Vacuum). The vacuum was maintained at 1×10−5 torr and a 50 Å
layer of Cr was formed in the rate of 0.1 Å/s, followed by a 450 Å layer of Au in the
rate of 0.5 Å/s. After cooling down, the probes were taken out, rinsed by ethanol and
put immediately in the ethanol solution of 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHDA)
and 11-mercaptoundecanol(C11OH) for 24 hours or longer. Prior to each SMFS
experiment, the SAM covered probes were rinsed by acidic ethanol, ethanol and kept
in phosphate buffer (PB buffer, 20 mM ionic strength, pH = 7.4). DNA molecules
were then immobilized on the tips by amide-coupling and click-chemistry reaction, as
described in the following section. The spring constant for each tip was determined
by thermal calibration method after collection of data (see Appendix C).
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Preparation of oligonucleotides and surface attachment

The following oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies:

Table 4.1: Sequences of oligonucleotides.

SF58-5’Am 5’-NH2/C6 spacer/TCTGAACTGTTTAAAGCATTTGA
GGG-3’

SF28-5’Az 5’-N3/CGTACTGACTGCTCACGAGGTAGC/C3 spacer
/TCTGAACTGTTTAAAGCATTTGAGGG-3’

SP47-Alkyne 3’Am 5’-GCTACCTCGTGAGCAGTCAGTACG/5-Octadiynyl
dU/TTTTT/NH2-3’

SF396 5’-ACCTTATGCGATTTTAAGAACTGG-3’
SF1055 5’-ACAGCTTGATACCGATAGTTGCG-3’
SF4973 5’-ATTAAAGGGATTTTAGACAGGAACGG-3’

The NH2-labeled and N3-labeled DNA molecules of different lengths were prepared
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). M13mp18 RF I DNA (M13, New England
Biolabs Inc.) was linearized using EcoRI restriction enzyme (New England Biolabs
Inc.) to form a template for PCR. To produce double-stranded labeled DNA, 50
pg of linearized M13 was combined with Taq Master Mix with Standard Buffer (2x,
Bioexpress), SF58-5’Am or SF28-5’Az (200 nM), and SF396/1055/4973 (200 nM) in
a 250 µL PCR tube. (The numerals at the end of the second primer name indicate
the total length of the DNA molecule produced by PCR with that primer.) Ultrapure
water was used to bring the solution up to a volume of 50 µL. Solutions were incubated
through the following temperature program: an initial melting step of 94◦C for 2
minutes, followed by 33 cycles of melting at 94◦C for 30 s, annealing at 49◦C for 40
s, and extension at 71◦C for 30-300 s, followed by a final cycle with an extension of
2-6.5 min (times and temperatures varied for the different primers used). Primers and
polymerases were removed using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN). The
purified DNA molecules were kept in TAE buffer at 4◦C for short-term, and -20◦C
for long- term storage.

The PCR prepared DNA molecules were covalently attached to the gold sub-
strate or gold AFM tip via two methods, either amide-coupling (Figure 4.10a) or
DNA-templated click chemistry (Figure 4.11).[144] Both methods require a SAM
that contains carboxyl group (pure or mixed with other thiols). 1) In the amide-
coupling method, the NH2-labeled DNA were attached to the surface using an EDC-
activated amide coupling reaction.[145] The carboxyl-terminated gold substrates were
immersed in an aqueous solution containing 20 mM EDC activator (1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide), 20 nM NH2-labeled DNA molecule, 20 mM
NaCl and 10 mM phosphate buffer(pH=7.4) for a reaction time of 10-20 minutes.
The surface DNA coverage was found to increase roughly linearly with reaction time
in this range and also increase with increased DNA concentration. Following the cou-
pling reaction, the surfaces were repetitively rinsed with PB buffer and TAE (1x = 40
mM Tris acetate, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.3) and then kept in the imaging buffer or elec-
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trolyte accordingly. 2) In the DNA-templated click chemistry method, the surface
probe, SP47-Alkyne 3’Am, was attached to the surface following the same proce-
dure as in the amide-coupling method. Then the surface probe was hybridized with
N3-labeled DNA molecules in a buffer that contains 1 M NaCl, 1 mM SDS (sodium
dodecyl sulfate), 1x TAE and 10 nM N3-labeled DNA for 1 hour or longer. After care-
fully rinsing the hybridized surface with STAE buffer (saline Tris-acetate-EDTA: 200
mM NaCl, 40 mM Tris acetate, 5 mM EDTA, pH 8.3), a freshly mixed solution that
contains 0.2 mM CuSO4, 0.2 mM HLTA (3-[4-([Bis[(1-cyclopentyl-1H-1,2,3-triazol-4-
yl)methyl]amino]methyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-yl]propanol), 200 mM NaCl and 100 mM
sodium ascorbate was deaerated and added to the surface to allow reaction between
the alkyne and azide group on the complementary DNA strands. The reaction was
carried out for 5 min under inert gas (N2) atmosphere to prevent oxidation of Cu(I)
species, which lowers the efficiency of click chemistry.[146]

Eletrochemistry

All the electrochemical experiments were performed with a three-electrode setup.
Potential control was applied by an integrated potentiostat of the Agilent 5500 AFM
or a standalone potentiostat BASi (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc.). All the potential
values quoted in this chapter were measured versus Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) electrode.
The working electrode was either the Au film sample or the Au bead sample, whereas
the auxiliary electrode was Pt/Ir wire. The electrolyte was not deaerated unless
stated. The surface coverage Γ of a surface-confined redox-active group was deter-
mined from cyclic voltammetry, where the charge passed through the electrode could
be determined from the peak area of the redox peaks (see Appendix B).

Force spectroscopy measurement and analysis

The dsDNA-functionalized AFM tips were brought into contact with the SAM
covered gold film for 2 s and retracted at selected speed (ranging from 0.05 µm/s to
5 µm/s). Hundreds of force curves were collected for each condition, i.e. potential,
loading rate and ionic strength. To minimize artifact in the deflection signal, which
is related to the ion current,[121] the potential was changed after collection of the
force-extension curve in 0.1 V increment while the AFM tip was located 3 µm away
from the substrate. The AFM tip was also kept still for another 2 s before being
brought into contact with the substrate to avoid any possible turbulence. The poten-
tial was varied with the integrated potentiostat of the AFM controlled by a MATLAB
script. The final rupture forces and lengths were determined by a custom MATLAB
procedure, which first converts the deflection-piezo position curve to force-distance
curve according to the calibrated spring constant and then automatically finds the
rupture point based on local gradient. The found rupture point was then displayed
together with the converted force curve and was subjected to additional examination
by the user.
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4.3 Force spectroscopy with DNA

4.3.1 Preliminary experiments for the preparation of
DNA-modified AFM tip

To ensure DNA is present on the AFM tip, we first selected some positively
charged substrate on which the adhesion of DNA is expected.[121] The density of
DNA could be examined this way which could further help to optimize the condition
of DNA-modified tip preparation. The first choice was mica substrate and Ni(II),
which has been used widely for immobilization of DNA in AFM imaging, due to
the electrostatic interaction between Ni(II) and DNA. [147] However, we rarely ob-
served DNA adhesion on such substrate (Figure 4.9a), which later was found to be
caused by the competitive binding between the tip and the substrate.[148] Carboxylic
acid groups that were used to amide-couple with DNA molecules have been found to
chelate with Ni(II) and immobilize DNA through the divalent ion bridging. [143]
When DNA-modified tip is subject to the Ni(II) imaging buffer, the DNA molecules
are likely to bind to the tip surface rather than the Ni(II)-mica substrate. Other diva-
lent cations such as Mg(II) would lead to the similar problem. Therefore, we switched
to a different substrate of which the positive charge state does not require divalent
cations. APTMS-mica was proven to be a good choice, as shown by the multiple elas-
tic stretching behavior during desorption (Figure 4.9b). We didn’t routinely tested
the DNA-modified tips on APTMS-mica though, as the strong adhesion on such sub-
strate may introduce melting of the DNA and ssDNA has been observed to crumple
up and adsorb on the AFM tip rather than interacting with the substrate.[121]

Figure 4.9: Substrate selection for test experiment of DNA’s attachment on the AFM
tip. Retraction force curve of a ∼ 5kbp long DNA on a) a fresh-cleaved mica surface
and Ni(II) imaging buffer (5 mM NiAc, 4 mM TrisAc and 0.1 mM EDTA) and b) an
APTMS treated mica and 10 mM NaAc, are shown.

The next parameter we tried to optimize was DNA’s density on the AFM tip. As
we expect the DNA to interact with the BFD+ similarly as on APTMS, a high den-
sity would be necessary to ensure collecting thousands of DNA force curves without
melting all the DNA.[121] The initial approach of surface attachment was through
amide coupling between carboxyl-terminated SAM and NH2-labeled DNA (Figure
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4.10a). By varying the EDC concentration, coupling time and DNA concentration,
we were not able to increase the DNA density though. We were also not able to
reproduce the DNA density on the tip as shown in Figure 4.9b consistently. The
limited ability to increase DNA density might result from the reaction mechanism of
surface amide coupling reaction: the reaction between NH2-labeled DNA and surface
carboxyl group highly depends on the diffusion process of DNA and the possibility
of the NH2 group being in the vicinity of the surface. As the DNA length increases,
the diffusion coefficient will decrease and the chance of having the NH2 near the
surface also decreases. This hypothesis is supported by the density difference when
400 bp DNA and 5 kbp DNA were immobilized under the same condition (Figure
4.10b and 4.12a). On the other hand, due to the inconvenience and cost of syn-
thesizing functional group labeled DNA, a more efficient parameter that can help
increase the surface amide coupling yield would be the concentration of EDC (Figure
4.10b). However, we have noticed that the DNA molecules non-specifically adhere
to the substrate in some AFM imaging experiments, i.e. the DNA molecules re-
main strongly adsorbed on carboxyl-terminated SAM even in the absence of divalent
cation Ni(II) (Figure 4.10c). Such non-specific interaction would cause partial adsorp-
tion of DNA on the tip, which competes with the interaction between the substrate
and DNA. The non-specific interaction may result from the generation of N-acylurea
byproduct,which is unreactive towards primary amines and is covalently attached to
the surface. The N-acylurea remains positively charged in the pH range (5∼9) that
is compatible with DNA and therefore interacts with DNA electrostatically. There
are two reaction pathways for the production of N-acylurea:[145] 1) The unstable
O-acylisourea intermediate can undergo N→O displacement, giving the energetically
more favored N-acylurea; 2) Hydrolysis of both EDC and O-acylisourea generates
the urea derivative (as shown in Figure 4.10a), which competes with NH2-labeled
DNA to form amide bond with the O-acylisourea and produces the N-acylurea. In
addition, the urea derivative also forms as the product of amide coupling between
NH2-labeled DNA and the O-acylisourea. All these three pathways are inevitable in
our amide coupling reaction. As the EDC concentration increases, more byproducts
are likely to form and less DNA adhesion may be observed in the force curves since
DNA molecules may preferably bind to the tip. [148]

To overcome the problem of low DNA density, we varied the attachment chemistry
to the DNA-templated click chemistry method (Figure 4.11). [144] In this approach,
the DNA density are determined by the hybridization yield and the density of surface
probe strand: 1) As the surface probe is ∼ 30 bases long, it’s much easier to have a
high density on the surface by amide coupling; 2) The hybridization yield is higher
than the direct surface amide coupling method, since the hybridization process could
be initiated at any base of the surface probe strand. Overall, the increase of DNA
density was observed, supporting our hypothesis(Figure 4.12). There remained some
degrees of non-specific interaction caused by EDC though (data not shown). However,
as the EDC concentration doesn’t need to be as high as in amide coupling method to
achieve the same density of DNA, it is less problematic and could be further reduced
by using mixed SAM on the tip.
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Figure 4.10: Reaction scheme of surface amide coupling and problems. a) A NH2-
labeled DNA is covalently attached to surface carboxyl groups through amide-bond
(top row) by replacing the unstable intermediate product O-acylisourea which as
generated by the activation of EDC. However, the O-acylisourea could rearrange to
form N-acylurea which is a stable byproduct and carries positive charge in the buffers
used for our experiments (bottom row). b) ∼ 400 bp long NH2-labeled dsDNA was
attached to MUDA (11-Mercaptoundecanoic acid) SAM by 200 mM EDC activation
for 1 hour. The surface was then imaged under Ni(II) imaging buffer. High density
of DNA was observed. c) The same surface in b) was imaged under STAE buffer (200
mM NaCl, 40 mM TrisAc, 5 mM EDTA, pH 8.3). Short segments of DNA remained
adsorbed on the surface. The scale bars are 400 nm in the AFM images.

In order to further increase the DNA density and reduce the problem of non-
specific interaction, we varied the DNA length and also the SAM ratio on the tip. The
conditions were not varied systematically but 1 kbp DNA and 1-10 MHDA/C11OH
(16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid and 11-Mercapto-1-undecanol) mixed SAM allowed
the collection of about 1000 force curves. Further optimization may be needed to
enable the collection of more force curves.

4.3.2 Alteration of surface charge density and DNA
adhesion by electrochemical potential

To test whether the surface charge density at the BFD/electrolyte interface could
be altered by electrochemical control, we collected force-distance curves at different
substrates and potentials with DNA-modified AFM tip. As shown in Figure 4.13a,
when there was no BFD on the substrate, only non-specific interaction between the
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Figure 4.11: Reaction scheme of DNA-templated click chemistry. a) A N3-labeled
dsDNA is prepared by PCR, with a ssDNA tail that carries an azide group (target
DNA). b) A NH2-labeled ssDNA that carries an alkyne group (surface probe) is
attached to the carboxyl terminated surface by EDC-actived amide coupling reaction.
c) The target DNA is allowed to hybridize with the surface probe by the ssDNA tail.
The azide and alkyne groups are brought into vicinity after hybridization. d) The
DNA is covalently linked to the surface after the completion of click chemistry.

Figure 4.12: DNA density comparison between different surface attachment method.
a)The 5kbp NH2-labeled DNA was attached to the MUDA surface by amide coupling,
in the presence of 200 mM EDC for 1 hour. Only a cluster of ∼ 3 DNA molecules
were observed over a 5µm x 5µm imaging area. b) Surface probes were coupled to
the MUDA surface under 20 mM EDC for 10 min, followed by the hybridization
with 5kbp N3-labeled DNA for 1 hour. c) The DNA molecules in b) were subject
to the denature solution, 10 mM NaOH for 15 mins and the DNA strands remained
attached, which proved the success of click chemistry for covalent surface attachment.
The DNA tends to coil up and show as higher protrusions as ssDNA has a much lower
persistence length than dsDNA. All the AFM images were taken in Ni(II) imaging
buffer and the scale bars are 500 nm.
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tip and the substrate was observed even at a positive potential of +0.4 V. In fact,
it is expected that the potential decays mostly across the SAM and therefore has
minimal effect on the DNA adhesion at the SAM/electrolyte interface (see calculation
in Section 4.3.4). On the other hand, when BFD/C9OH mixed SAM was used, a
positive potential apparently lead to adhesion of DNA molecules onto the surface, as
indicated by the elastic stretching behavior or force plateau (Figure 4.13b, bottom).
Such features were not observed when BFD molecules were in the neutral state.
Therefore, we concluded that the DNA adhesion on the surface is mostly caused by
the oxidation of BFD species under electrochemical control and the nature of the
interaction should be electrostatic interaction between the positively charged BFD
and the negatively charged backbone of DNA.

Note that our finding of no DNA adhesion on C9OH substrate doesn’t contradict
with previous study where electrically controlled adhesion of DNA is reported on
a non-electroactive C11OH surface.[121] Since the electric potential decays mostly
across the SAM, the ionic strength of the electrolyte has to be on the order of µM
(versus 10 mM in our case) in order to reduce the screening of counter ions so that
the DNA adhesion force stays above the force detection limit of AFM. In contrast,
our electroactive surface serves as a better model system than previous studies [121,
128, 127] for investigating electrostatic interactions in aqueous solution, due to the
higher modulation of surface charge density and the ability to probe DNA/surface
interactions under buffers with physiologically relevant concentrations.

For each potential, the number of curves that show DNA adhesion (as in Figure
4.13b, bottom) was normalized by the total number of curves collected at that poten-
tial and plotted as in Figure 4.14. The onset potential where DNA adhesion begins
to appear in the curves matches the peak potential of BFD oxidation in the cyclic
voltammogram (inset), and a slow increase of occurrences is observed above the peak
potential. Such correlation with applied potential further supports the hypothesis
that the BFD molecules are responsible for the adhesion of DNA. The abrupt change
of occurrences may be ascribed to relatively large potential increment (0.1 V) and
the detection limit of adhesion force (∼ 4 pN).

4.3.3 DNA desorption: equilibrium or non-equilibrium
process?

We have noticed that in the force curves that showed DNA adhesion, the force
curves with force plateau took up a higher fraction than elastic stretching. Neverthe-
less, such observation may correspond to the scenario of either equilibrium desorption
or non-equilibrium desorption. To elucidate the nature of the interaction between the
DNA molecule and the BFD substrate, we selected +0.4 V as the applied potential
and varied the loading rate by orders of magnitude. The plateau height at each po-
tential was analyzed to retrieve the most probable rupture force f ∗ (Figure 4.15a).
As shown in Figure 4.15b, the slope fβ extracted from f ∗ vs ln r is 1.46 ± 1.25
pN and the correlation coefficient r = 0.7902. The width of the energy barrier was
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Figure 4.13: Example force curves of DNA molecules on: a) a pure C9OH SAM, with
an applied potential of +0.4 V; b) a substrate prepared with mixed C9OH/BFD SAM
at -0.2 V (top) and +0.4 V (bottom). The DNA used is ∼ 5 kbp long.

determined to be xβ = kBT/fβ = 2.79 nm, which is higher than any of the known
bond/interaction length. Such weak linear dependence and large xβ value show that
the DNA desorbs from the surface in an equilibrium condition, i.e. the interaction
between the DNA and the BFD surface is weak enough so that DNA could rearrange
on the surface during tip retraction. Additionally, the weak interaction between the
DNA and the BFD also indicates that the DNA immobilized on the surface may not
be resolvable by the AFM due to the lateral mobility.

4.3.4 Comparison of surface charge density calculated from
force spectroscopy and electrochemical measurement

As discussed in the previous section, since the DNA desorbs from the charged
BFD+ surface in an equilibrium process, the desorption force should be constant for
all the loading rates measured. By setting the slope to zero in Figure 4.15b, the mean
desorption force was determined to be 25.02±1.64 pN. As described in Section 4.1.2.2,
the desorption force in an equilibrium process can be described by equation (4.5):

Fc = F0 + Fel = F0 + 4πlBkBTκ
−1τσ
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Figure 4.14: Correlation between DNA adhesion and applied potential. The fraction
of force curves that contains DNA adhesion in the total collected curves at each
potential was plotted. Inset shows the respective cyclic voltammogram of the same
sample, with a sweep rate of 50 mV/s. The DNA used in the experiment is ∼5 kbp
long.

Figure 4.15: Loading rate dependence study of DNA desorption. a) Plateau force
histogram of DNA adhesion at different loading rates, from which the most probable
rupture force f ∗ and its corresponding error (standard deviation) was extracted. b)
The desorption force versus the logarithm of loading rate, which is in the unit of
nm/s. The DNA used in the experiment is ∼ 1 kbp long.
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where lB is 0.71 nm in water, kBT is 4.07 pN nm at 22 ◦C, κ−1 is 3.04 nm for 10 mM
A.B.7, τ is the 1.41 e−/nm for DNA in monovalent electrolyte and σ is the surface
charge density in e−/nm2 for the BFD surface.

The non-Coulombic force on the BFD/C9OH SAM was considered to be inde-
pendent with applied potential. Therefore, the difference in the desorption force
measured at 0.4V and -0.2V results from the difference in the electrostatic force. The
desorption forces at these two potentials are 25.02±1.64 pN and 0±1.97 pN, so the
difference in the electrostatic force ∆Fel is 25.02±2.56 pN. It should be noted that
the electrostatic force Fel not only contains contribution from the positive charges on
the BFD+ species, but also includes those charges on the gold electrode as discussed
in Gaub’s work.[121] In other words, the following equation holds true regarding the
electrostatic forces:

∆Fel = FBFD+ + FAu,0.4V − FAu,−0.2V (4.12)

The electrostatic force from gold electrode,FAu,0.4V and FAu,−0.2V were calculated with
equation (4.5) using the equivalent surface charge density at the electrolyte/SAM
interface, which can be approximated to the surface charge density on the C9OH
SAM covered electrode σOH . It was calculated from the diffuse layer potential ψD by
Grahame equation:[99]

σOH = (8kBTεsε0n
0)1/2sinh(

zeψD
2kBT

) (4.13)

where ψD is given by:

ψD = [
CL

CL + CD
](φ− φpzc) (4.14)

CD = (
2z2e2εsε0n

0

kBT
)1/2cosh(

zeψD
2kBT

) (4.15)

The CL =2.07 µF cm-2 and CD are the capacitances of the OH-SAM and the
diffuse layer respectively.[22] These two capacitances model to a first approximation
the potential drop between the gold electrode and the insulating SAM layer, as well
as the diffuse layer. A specific ion adsorption on the OH-SAM (Stern-layer) was not
taken into account. The potential of zero charge φpzc was defined as 0 V with respect
to the reference electrode and the applied potential is represented by φ. The other
terms in the equations are defined as follows: z is the magnitude of the charge on
the ions, e is the electron charge, εsε0 is the total permittivity of water and n0 is the
number concentration of each ion in the bulk.

By setting the φ to 0.4 V and -0.2V, the value of σOH was determined to be 0.0476
e−/nm2 and -0.0237 e−/nm2 separately. The corresponding forces are FAu,0.4V =7.46
pN and FAu,−0.2V =-3.71 pN and the electrostatic force FBFD+ that arises from the
BFD+ is 13.85±2.56 pN, based on equation (4.12). The corresponding charge den-
sity was calculated using equation (4.5) which gives 0.0884±0.0163 e−/nm2, and the
equivalent surface density of BFD is (1.47±0.27)×10−11 mole/cm2. On the other
hand, the surface density of BFD+ calculated from the cyclic voltammogram of the
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same sample is 7.88 ×10−11mole/cm2. Several factors could contribute to such a large
disagreement in the calculated surface density. First of all, the force measurement in
force spectroscopy is subjected up to 20% error, due to the accuracy of thermal cali-
bration method which is used to determine the spring constant of the cantilever. The
errors of other calibration methods are similar or greater.[149] Secondly, the presence
of counter ions, which does not directly affect the eletrochemical measurement, may
reduce the apparent surface charge density. Ion-pairing between the BFD+ and the
counter ions may be responsible for such reduction of effective charge density and
thereby relatively weak interaction. Last but not least, the model proposed in equa-
tion (4.5) is derived from Debye-Hückel approximation, which only works for surface
potentials below ∼50 mV in the case of monovalent electrolyte. [22] Deviation from
the model may be expected when the surface potential, i.e. the diffuse layer potential
ψD is higher than 50 mV, such as in the scenario where charged BFD+ species are
present at the SAM/electrolyte interface. Therefore, we have derived a different ex-
pression of the equilibrium desorption force that is valid under high surface potential
conditions, as shown in the following section.

Derivation of equilibrium desorption force under high
surface potential

The potential ψ(x) at any position x in the solution is defined with the diffuse layer
potential, ψD by the following equation, which is derived from Poisson-Boltzmann
equation:[22]

ψ(x) =
4kBT

e
γ · e−κx (4.16)

where γ = tanh( eψD

4kBT
). Note that when ψD is small, equation (4.16) can be ap-

proximated to the Debye-Hückel equation ψ(x) = ψD · e−κx which is used to derive
equation (4.5). The desorption force that arises from the electrostatic interaction,Fel,
is equivalent to the force needed to transfer one charged segment from x=0 to x=∞
under equilibrium condition:[116]

Fel = τ [ψ(0)− ψ(∞)] =
4kBTτ

e
· tanh(

eψD
4kBT

) (4.17)

The effective surface charge density that results from charges on the gold was cal-
culated based on the above equation, and the FBFD+ was found to be 14.55±2.56
pN. The diffuse layer potential ψD was calculated to be 76.1±19.0 mV and the sur-
face charge density was calculated by the Grahame equation (4.13), which yields
0.155±0.064 e−/nm2. The corresponding surface density of BFD is (2.58±1.06)×10−11

mole/cm2. This value is higher than the one calculated using the approximated model
in equation (4.5) but is still no more than half of the density calculated from cyclic
voltammogram. Note that the error in FBFD+ propagates to a much larger relative
error in the calculated surface charge density and surface density of BFD, as the force
is not linearly dependent on the surface charge density in the new model. Therefore,
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the error in spring constant calibration (not shown in the error bar) could signifi-
cantly contribute to the mismatch between the calculated BFD density from force
measurement and cyclic voltammogram. For example, considering a 20% underes-
timation in spring constant on the max force 17.11 pN, the FBFD+ is recalculated
to be 20.53 pN. A much higher surface potential as well as surface charge density
are solved from this force, with the latter being 0.655 e−/nm2 and the corresponding
BFD coverage being 1.09×10−10 mole/cm2 that apparently exceeds the value from
CV measurement. On the other hand, the error in spring constant measurement may
not be as high as 20% and the effect of counterions pairing may not be negligible
in order to explain the discrepancy herein. Further studies that measure desorption
force in different electrolytes using the same tip will help to clarify the origin for the
observed discrepancy.

In addition, we also examined the consistency between the force spectroscopy
and electrochemical measurement under different potentials. We have integrated the
charge passing through the electrode from the cyclic voltammogram (Figure 4.14,
inset) and converted it to the desorption force based on equation (4.5) (blue trace in
Figure 4.16) and equation (4.17) (red trace). The electrostatic force resulted from the
charges on gold was also included, using the two models separately. The trend of the
measured force upon changing potential as determined from the plateau heights was
found to follow the trend in the calculated force-voltage curve, which further proves
the potential dependence of DNA adhesion (Figure 4.16). Mismatches between the
calculated and measured forces were observed for both models. While the approx-
imated model have a tendency of overestimating the Coulombic force, especially at
high potentials, our model predicts values that approach the measured force better.
The lower calculated forces based on our model comparing to the measured forces can
be explained by the error in the spring constant calibration as well as other factors.
The initial decrease in calculated forces at negative potentials (below -0.1V) is due to
the hydrogen evolution reaction as indicated by the sharp increasing negative current
in the inset of Figure 4.14. This negative current also leads to underestimation of
calculated force in the charge integration process, which unfortunately is difficult to
account for since the ending potential of hydrogen evolution is hard to define. On the
other hand, non-Coulombic force is not taken into account for the calculated forces
in Figure 4.16. This non-Coulombic force is considered to be independent of the
applied potential and will add an offset to the calculated forces. When the applied
potential φ = φpzc = 0 V (vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode), the desorption force was
found to be 0±3 pN, which means that the non-Coulombic force is comparable to the
force detection limit of AFM. As this value incorporates measurement error, it is not
added to the calculated forces. Further studies using molecular dynamics models may
provide an absolute value for the non-Coulombic force for better comparison between
our model and the measured force.
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Figure 4.16: Consistency between the force spectroscopy and electrochemical mea-
surement at different potentials. Charges passing through the electrode in cyclic
voltammogram was integrated and converted to corresponding adhesion force using
the approximated model (blue) and exact model (red), as discussed in the main text.
The measured adhesion forces in desorption plateaus were plotted as scattered points,
while the error bars indicate the standard deviation in measured force from multiple
measurements. The DNA used in the experiment is ∼ 1 kbp long.

4.4 Conclusions and future work

Overall, our novel system of electroactive SAM provides a stronger modulation
of DNA adhesion at the substrate-electrolyte interface, which could serve as a model
system for studying the interaction between DNA and charged interfaces. Further
experiments where the ionic strength of the same electrolyte is varied will provide
more accurate information regarding the surface charge density. The dynamic force
spectroscopy experiment showed that the ion pairing effect might reduce the effective
charge density on the surface. An interesting follow-up study would be varying the
electrolyte, i.e. the counterions and study the DNA adhesion strength. Whether or
not the counterions lead to differences in the DNA adhesion will help to provide a
microscopic model that describes the interplay between counterions, surface charges
and DNA in the adsorbed state. Application of such system to biosensing via active
manipulation of DNA adsorption is also possible if a stronger interaction between
DNA and the substrate could be achieved in further investigations.
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Appendix A

Reference electrode for
electrochemical AFM experiments

The cleanness of surface is important for any meaningful AFM imaging or mea-
surement. In addition to the purity of chemicals and proper cleaning of the cell
components, we have noticed that the reference electrode could be a source of serious
contamination. Therefore, there are three requirements for the reference electrode
adopted in electrochemical AFM experiments (EC-AFM): 1) the potential of the ref-
erence electrode must be relatively stable in the selected electrolyte; 2)the reference
electrode should not introduce impurities to the electrochemical cell; 3) it should fit
the size of the electrochemical cell for AFM.

Quasi-reference electrode: platinum wire

A quasi-reference electrode is an electrode whose potential is relatively steady but
its actual value is unpredictable. [150] Common quasi-reference electrode consists of
an inert metal wire such as platinum or gold. We have used the platinum wire as
our reference electrode in some of the experiments. The tolerance to harsh cleaning
condition such as piranha solution and its small dimension make it a perfect choice for
AFM experiments. The limitation is that the potential of platinum is only relatively
stable in acidic solutions. The potential of the piranha cleaned platinum wire was
calibrated before and after the AFM experiment versus a second reference electrode,
Ag/AgCl(KCl) reference electrode. The average value was used to make the conver-
sions of the measured potential with respect to Ag/AgCl(KCl) reference electrode in
the EC-AFM experiments .

Ag/AgCl (KCl) reference electrode

The Ag/AgCl(KCl) reference electrode is an excellent reference electrode com-
monly used in many electrochemical measurements. However, commercially available
Ag/AgCl electrode does not match the size of our AFM liquid cell. We thus had



to use home-made Ag/AgCl(KCl) reference electrode for our EC-AFM experiments.
As Cl– ion is a contaminant that has specific adsorption onto gold substrate,[151] we
have designed a small electrode compartment where only limited ions could diffuse
out from the reference electrode into the AFM electrochemical cell.

Figure A.1: Schematic of the preparation of a home-made Ag/AgCl(KCl) reference
electrode. A short glass tube is melt into a glass bead on a short Pt wire, then the bead
is welded to one end of a longer glass tube and served as a glass frit. The electrolyte
solution KCl is filled into the long glass tube, and a Ag/AgCl wire is inserted. The
electrode is finished by sealing the other end of the glass tube by epoxy.

As shown in Figure A.1, due to the difference between the thermal expansion
coefficients of platinum and glass, a small gap is left between the glass bead and
the Pt wire. This gap ensures that the reference electrode is conductive while the
leak of Cl– into the electrochemical cell can be greatly diminished. The prepared
electrode should be stored in the dark and the glass frit part should be soaked in
water to avoid slow evaporation of KCl electrolyte, which causes clogging of the glass
frit. Small drifting in the potential of the home-made Ag/AgCl electrodes is often
observed over long time storage. Therefore, the potential of these electrodes were
calibrated versus commercially available Ag/AgCl electrodes for accurate report of
potential values.

The Ag/AgCl wire was made by controlled potential electrolysis.[150] The silver
wires were first cleaned by rubbing with NaHCO3 powder to remove the oxide layer.
Then the wires were degreased by sonicating in acetone and methanol for 5 min
each. After thorough rinsing by water, the wires were sonicated in 0.05 M HNO3

for another 5 min followed by water rinse again. A two electrode setup was used,
with the silver wires being the working electrode, a cleaned platinum wire being the
reference electrode, and 0.1 M KCl as the electrolyte. The electrolysis was carried
out at 800 mV or higher for 90 mins. The selected potential should be high enough
so that formation of hydrogen bubbles could be observed at the platinum wire. After
the electrolysis, the AgCl coating was stabilized by leaving the wires in electrolyte
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solution overnight. The prepared Ag/AgCl wires should be stored in the dark in 3 M
KCl. Trace amount of AgNO3 was added to the storage solution so that there was
AgCl precipitation formed.
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Appendix B

Determination of the surface
coverage for electroactive SAM

The surface coverage Γ of a surface-confined redox-active group was determined
from cyclic voltammetry using the equation:[83]

Γ = Q/nFA (B.1)

where Q represents the integrated charge of the cathodic or anodic voltammetric
peak, n is the number of electrons involved in the redox process, F is the Faraday
constant, and A is the surface area of the exposed gold substrate.

Before integration of the peak area, the charging current has to be subtracted to
ensure only charges from the redox reaction are being measured. Human selection
caused error is expected to be less than 5% after comparing the integration result of
the same peak between different trials, although the accuracy of the peak area deter-
mination is dependent on the shape of the redox peaks being measured. For peaks
that are difficult to separate from neighboring peaks or from the charging current,
larger error is expected and peak deconvolution is needed to obtain an accurate result.

The surface area of the exposed gold substrate was determined by measuring
the cyclic voltammogram of K4Fe(CN)6 in 0.1 M KClO4 based on the following
equation:[22]

ip = (2.69× 105)n3/2AD1/2C∗v1/2 (B.2)

where the ip is the peak current of the oxidation peak, n is the number of electrons
transfered in the redox reaction, A is the surface area of the exposed gold substrate,
D is the diffusion coefficient of Fe(CN)4–6 , C∗ is the bulk concentration and v is the
sweep rate.

By setting n = 1, D = 0.65 × 105cm2/s, C∗ = 2 × 10−3M, v = 0.01V/s and using
the corresponding peak current, the electrode area was determined as 0.451 ± 0.030
cm2 for the selected multiple cyclic voltammograms of different samples, which is
close to the geometrical area of the gold substrate 0.459 cm2. The former value
was used for surface coverage determination as it better reflects the roughness of the
polycrystalline gold substrate as well as possible swelling of the O-ring during setting
up the experiment.
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Appendix C

Spring constant calibration of
AFM probes

Commercial AFM cantilevers have a wide range of spring constant within the
same type even the same production batch. This results from inevitable uncertainties
in the cantilever thickness as well as the uniformity of material properties. Therefore,
in order to obtain absolute force for valid comparisons with theory and other mea-
surement techniques, calibration of the spring constant is necessary for each single
cantilever used. Among the different calibration methods, we have chosen the thermal
method due to its ease of use and relatively high accuracy.[152]

In thermal methods, the spring constant of a cantilever is determined by relating
it to the thermal mechanical vibrations that the cantilever undergoes at thermal
equilibrium. The cantilever is modeled as a harmonic oscillator, whose potential
energy can be set equal to half of the thermal energy at thermal equilibrium according
to the equipartition theorem:

<
1

2
mω2

0x
2 >=

1

2
kBT (C.1)

where m is the mass, ω0 is the resonant angular frequency, x is the displacement of the
oscillator, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. If the cantilever
is considered as a simple harmonic oscillator with only one degree of freedom, i.e.
neglecting higher modes of oscillation, then the following equation holds true:
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2
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where k is the spring constant of the cantilever. Therefore, the spring constant can
be solved by:

k =
kBT

< x2 >
(C.3)

where < x2 > represents the mean square displacement. By analyzing the displace-
ment in the frequency domain, one can measure the mean square displacement as the



integral of the power spectrum under cantilever resonance. Then the spring constant
is given by:

k =
kBT

P
(C.4)

where P is the area of the first resonance mode of the cantilever under the power
spectral density curve.

However, it has been stated by different authors that neglecting the higher vi-
brational modes could lead to significant errors in the estimation of spring constant.
[153] As in most cases only the first resonance mode can be measured in the power
spectrum, a correction factor needs to be applied to equation C.4 in consideration of
higher vibrational modes. For V-shaped cantilevers as used in most of our experi-
ments, the spring constant of the triangular cantilever can be expressed by:[153, 154]

k = 0.778
kBT

P
(C.5)

which was used for calibration of the spring constant after collection of force-distance
curve in our experiments. The power spectrum was collected by an analog/digital
converter (National Instrument, PXI-1031). The sensitivity of the cantilever, i.e. the
relationship between the cantilever displacement and detected deflection signal was
calculated from the slope of the contact region in the force curves on gold surface.
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Appendix D

Tip-sample convolution:
broadening effect in AFM imaging

Despite the ability to reach high spatial resolution, the acquired surface topogra-
phy image in AFM can sometimes not correspond to the real surface features due to
the effect of tip-sample convolution. A common imaging artifact is the broadening
effect as a result of the finite size of the AFM tip (Figure D.1). When a surface
step with sharp edges is imaged by an AFM tip, its profile in the AFM image will
have rounded edge as a result of the tip-sample convolution. The definition of the
boundary of such surface step is dependent on the topographical resolution of AFM.
When the topographical resolution is equal to the height of the step H, the boundary
of the step will be widened by d on each side as this is where the tip starts or stops
to ”feel” the step (Figure D.1b). Such widening effect was discussed as the offset in
width measurement of the etched nanoshaved gold area in Chapter 2. It could be
calculated geometrically by:

d =
√

2RH −H2 (D.1)

if the tip radius R and the step height H is known.



Figure D.1: Schematic of the broadening effect in AFM imaging. a) A surface step
that has a sharp edge will appear with rounded edge if imaged by an AFM tip with
a tip radius R. b) The broadening effect could be calculated geometrically.
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